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The following thesis regards the use of small aperture telescopes for space domain 
awareness efforts. The rapidly populating space domain was motivation for the development of a 
new operation scheme to conduct space domain awareness feasibility studies using small telescopes. 
Two 14-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescopes at the California Polytechnic State University and the 
Air Force Research Lab in Kirtland AFB, NM, in conjunction with a dedicated CCD camera and a 
commercial DSLR camera, were utilized to conduct optical observations on satellites in Earth orbit. 
Satellites were imaged during August 2019, and from January 2020 to March 2020, 
resulting in the collection of 77 valid images of 16 unique satellites. These images were used to 
obtain celestial spherical coordinates, which were used in Gauss and Double-R angles-only initial 
orbit determination methods. Initial orbit determination methods successfully produced valid 
results, reaffirming the feasibility of using small aperture telescopes for such methods. These orbit 
determinations were used to propagate orbit states forward in time to determine the feasibility of 
future imaging of the targets with the same apparatus. Propagation results demonstrated that initial 
orbit determinations rapidly decayed in accuracy over distant times and are most accurate for 
immediate satellite passes. In addition, an attempt to combine multiple initial orbit determinations 
using Lambert’s problem solutions was made. Combination of these multiple initial orbit 
determinations resulted in either no orbit state accuracy improvement compared to individual initial 
orbit determinations, or a decrease in accuracy compared to these methods. Ultimately, efforts 
demonstrated that small telescope usage is feasible for orbit determination operations, however there 
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The rapidly growing astronautics industry has introduced a multitude of objects to the Low 
Earth Orbit space domain, both in the form of operational and non-operational satellites. The 
expansion of the industry has made it so that smaller entities (universities, small businesses, 
developing nations, etc.) have access to the space domain and its resources. En masse launches of 
smaller satellites have become more common, meaning that there is a significantly larger presence 
of small-sized objects in orbit [1]. As of October 2020, there are approximately 21,000 objects in 
Earth orbit, as cataloged by the U.S. Space Surveillance Network [2]. This rise in the number of 
satellites, both small and large, has increased the load on existing infrastructure designed to track 
and analyze space object’s orbits. 
The use of small telescopes equipped with commercially available hardware and software 
may relieve the global satellite orbit determination workload. This thesis project focuses on the use 
of such an apparatus set-up at the location of the California Polytechnic State University in San Luis 
Obispo, CA (Cal Poly SLO) and Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, NM. The effort is focused 
on tailoring the user’s ease of access, refining telescope operation methods, and using extensive 
orbit data analysis as a proof of concept. Explained in this literature is the apparatus, methodology, 
and data analysis on objects in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). The end goal is to use initial orbit 
determination methods to predict subsequent object passes, to ultimately construct an accurate orbit 
prediction comparable to those compiled by traditional orbit determination infrastructure. 
Emulating the Cal Poly Aerospace Engineering department and the aerospace industry, the 
project described here is multidisciplinary, regarding technical fields in the broad topics of 
astrodynamics and observational astronomy. This project required adaptation to new skills that 
might be unfamiliar to an aerospace engineer, and as such this thesis will be tailored towards 
introducing astronomy topics in the frame of an aerospace engineer’s perspective.  
A literature review serving as a contextual background is present at the end of this 
introductory section. Section 2 introduces the knowledge used to conduct this small telescope Space 
Domain Awareness project, including a technical overview of relevant astrodynamics and 
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astronomy topics. Next, the apparatus and methodology used to conduct data collection is presented, 
followed by an overview of the process used to analyze collected data. Overall results of the effort 
are then introduced, followed by a conclusion summarizing the findings of this project and 
recommendations for future work. 
 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Definitions of Space Domain Awareness (SDA) 
According to AGI image scientist Patrick North [3], Space Situational Awareness (SSA, 
as SDA was previously referred to as) answers questions such as:  
• Is my satellite where it is supposed to be? 
• Did my satellite maneuver change my orbit as I expected it would? 
• Is there anybody else in my designated orbital neighborhood? 
• Does my satellite's baseline signature still look the same? 
The term SDA/SSA has different meanings and associations based on the industry and sub-
industry. For purposes of this thesis it will be defined as the act of detecting, tracking, and identifying 
objects in orbit in order to take informed and decisive action in the space domain. For a large orbiting 
entity, such as the International Space Station, this may be monitoring the trajectory of the spacecraft 
and space debris in its neighborhood to avoid collision [4]. Regarding small objects, like CubeSats, 
SDA practices can determine where that satellite is in space for telemetry purposes. For military 
purposes, it may mean creating a catalogue of adversary space assets to make predictions about their 
operations [5]. 
There is a significant amount of operational assets dedicated to SDA in both the military 
and civilian world. This includes optical telescopes and radar technologies [6], which can be paired 
together to produce catalogues of objects in orbit. If shown to be technically feasible, using 
commercially available software and hardware may prove to be resourcefully and financially viable 





1.2.2 External SDA Efforts Using Small Telescopes 
Investigations conducted on the feasibility of using small telescopes for SDA purposes 
have been conducted before work of this nature began at Cal Poly SLO. Some of these efforts are 
of direct relevance to this thesis work and may serve as a point of origin for it and future efforts at 
the university. In addition, external empirical evidence highlighting the efficacy of small telescopes 
for SDA purposes may demonstrate the potential ability of similar apparatuses utilized by the 
university. 
Raven Automated Small Telescope Systems details the Raven telescope system, as 
developed by the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) in Maui [12]. The goal of the Raven system is to 
provide an economic and reliable satellite imaging system with flexible scheduling and operation 
methods. Raven is described as a “design paradigm”, and not one individual configuration. This 
means configurations vary depending on the mission type, allowing users to tailor the parameters of 
the apparatus to their operation requirements. 
 The Raven telescope described in the paper is a 14-inch Newtonian telescope with a 
commercial mount and CCD camera. It utilizes commercial computer hardware and software, 
including TheSky, precursor to the TheSkyX which is used at Cal Poly. Targets are observed using 
either satellite-fixed imaging or star-fixed imaging. Satellite-fixed imaging displays the satellites as 
travelling across the local sky as a point source, while star-fixed imaging displays the background 
stars as point sources and the satellite as a streak. Figure 1.1 shows a star-fixed image taken by the 
telescope, where most of the point sources are stars (if not noise), and there is a satellite streak 
towards the center of the frame. Star-fixed imaging will be utilized in this thesis project, as is 
explained in Section 2.2.2, because it is better suited for discerning the angular positions of satellites 





Figure 1.1: Raven Telescope Satellite Image [12] 
 
Data taken by the 14-inch Raven telescope combined with existing orbit states decreased 
the cross track error (the spatial error in the direction perpendicular to the orbit plane) from 2.2 km 
to 3 m for a geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO) satellite, when compared to a NASA reference 
orbit of the object. In addition, the Raven data decreased the radial error (the direction towards/away 
from the center of the Earth) of this same predicted orbit from 220 m to 25 m. This analysis, which 
uses a telescope with the same aperture as the one present at Cal Poly, demonstrates the feasibility 





Orbit Determination of Highly Eccentric Orbits Using a Raven Telescope [7], written by 
Michael Thrall, a Master’s candidate at the Naval Postgraduate School, goes over the use of a Raven-
class telescope to determine the orbit of a Sirius3 satellite in a highly eccentric orbit. Thrall explains 
that the Air Force Space Surveillance Network (SSN) is an expensive asset, which is a justification 
for the investigation into the feasibility of small, less expensive systems. In 2002, 3 years before 
Thrall published his paper, SSN had over 40 ground-based optical telescopes and radar systems with 
an approximate operational cost of $60 million [8]. Compare this to the figure of $7999 that the 
optical telescope operated by Cal Poly is reported to cost [16]. As of January 2019, SSN has over 
30 assets, however no complete financial figures are publicly available [9]. 
The Raven telescope that Thrall uses is a 0.37-meter telescope (approximately 16 inches) 
housed in a dome, in conjunction with a control computer, a data processing workstation, a GPS 
system, and a weather system. A Sirius3 satellite with an eccentricity of 0.268, a semi-major axis of 
42,000 km, and an inclination of 64 degrees was chosen as the target object. This type of orbit is of 
interest due to its high eccentricity, causing the satellite to experience high velocities close to 
perigee, making it difficult image. This may be juxtaposed with the circular LEOs observed in this 
project and others at Cal Poly, which have smaller variations in velocity throughout their orbit and 
are easier to detect. A successful imaging of highly eccentric orbits may transfer into a success in 
imaging LEOs. 
An angles-only orbit determination function in Satellite Tool Kit (STK, now named 
Systems Tool Kit) was used to analyze data. This software package allows users to conduct various 
forms of robust analysis and simulation of astronautic systems, one of these being orbit 
determination and propagation [10]. STK, which is also utilized in this thesis project to propagate 
orbits, was compared to Goddard Trajectory Determination System’s orbits, which was then a 
standard high-fidelity orbit determination method in use. The optical angles-only data is 
complemented with radar ranging data and Thrall reports that the Raven data improved the orbit 
plane and eccentricity predictions by about over 80% when compared to only using ranging data. In 
addition, semi-major axis error improved by 0.432%. 
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Thrall concludes by stating that Raven produced valid data for this eccentric orbit and the 
same apparatus is likely able to be implemented for any satellite orbit. It is likely that similarly 
successful results may be reproduced at Cal Poly, considering the similarities between the 
apparatuses used in the Raven design paradigm and those available at the university. 
 
1.2.3 Use of Cal Poly Observatory for Initial Orbit Determination (IOD) 
There have been two major efforts at the Cal Poly to determine the feasibility of finding 
the orbits of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites using small telescopes. These efforts were master’s 
thesis projects by Brock Schmalzel and Michael Strange, two Aerospace Engineering graduate 
students. Schmalzel operated a 12-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, while Strange used a 14-inch 
Schmidt-Cassegrain.  
The Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope (SCT) design is a common amateur telescope due to 
its compact and user-friendly design [13]. This type of telescope allows for versatility in the types 
of computerized mounts that can be used and allows a user to mount imaging devices in multiple 
orientations. SCTs have been used for a wide variety of applications, from stargazing, to 
photography, to astronomical research. Because of their common use, they have also become 
relatively inexpensive compared to their professional counterparts. For example, as of November 
2020, the price of a Celestron 11-inch SCT with a computerized mount is $4,449.00 [14], within the 
typical price range for SCTs.  
Schmalzel and Strange had similar end-goals: perform initial orbit determination of 
satellites in LEO. However, they had varying apparatus and methodologies. While there was an 
attempt to image dim and small satellites in both efforts, they consequently only imaged and 
conducted orbit determination analysis for the large Globalstar communications satellite, with a 
dimmest apparent magnitude of approximately +11 [15], a value comparable to that of the satellites 
imaged in this thesis project. 
The Feasibility and Application of Observing Small LEO Satellites With Amateur 
Telescopes by Brock Schmalzel aimed to demonstrate the ability of an amateur operator to provide 
valuable scientific data to the astronautical engineering community [15]. This project was able to 
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show that dim satellite brightness and angles-only initial orbit determination (IOD) analysis is a 
possible aim for an individual operating a small telescope with commercially available equipment. 
Schmalzel used a 12-inch SCT with a commercially available charge-coupled device (CCD) camera 
known as the Lumenera Skynyx with a pixel count of 640 x 480. Furthermore, this effort utilized 
satellite pass predictions from the internet and data analysis with the help of STK and MATLAB.  
 Before observing, the operator would download two-line elements (TLEs) from an online 
database. The TLEs would be analyzed through a MATLAB function to find times at which the 
objects would receive enough illumination from the Sun to be seen from the Cal Poly Observatory. 
The most suitable target would be chosen and then input into a STK scenario, where an orbit 
propagator would provide an azimuth, elevation, and range, which are then converted to celestial 
angles on MATLAB. A program known as VizieR was then used to find suitable companion stars, 
which were to be used for astrometry methods, brighter than 8.5 apparent magnitude. This would 
all give Schmalzel times and topocentric angles for him to point at, in order to take images of satellite 
passes. This whole process requires larger volume and complexity of steps from more resources, as 
compared to the procedure used in this project, explained in Section 3.3.1. 
 Once it was the night of observation, routine procedures to power and calibrate the 
telescope/dome were performed. The dome at Cal Poly is a slit dome with a lower limit of about 20 
degrees, with an adjustable shutter panel that could reduce the low limit but reduce the upper limit 
to about 65 degrees. Schmalzel would then point to the companion star and keep on standby until 
30 seconds to a minute before standby, when video recording would begin. Figure 1.2 below shows 





Figure 1.2 Schmalzel’s Camera Interface with a Satellite Image [15] 
 
 Schmalzel proceeded to analyze images for suitable satellite presence, in conjunction with 
the companion star. Astrometry methods were used to obtain the right ascension and declination 
value from the pixel values of the objects. The equatorial celestial coordinates were used to create 
vectors to be used in Double-R and Gauss methods of initial orbit determination. In addition, 
observation times and location were used to create a vector for the observer in the Earth-Centered 
Inertial frame.  
 96 individual images of 22 different satellites were obtained throughout the effort. Of those 
images, 7 groups of triple-set captures were usable for astrometric analysis. After IOD was 
performed, the orbital parameters of the IOD methods and downloaded TLEs were compared. Errors 
of over 15% were reported for the semi-major axis and argument of perigee of the orbits. Schmalzel 
applies a Kalman filter to satellites where he collected two passes for orbit determination, which is 
shown to decrease the error when compared to the TLEs.  
 Schmalzel remarks that the objective of the project was open-ended, however that valuable 
results were obtained. The author suggests that multiple images captured of the same satellite could 
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allow a user to implement Extended Kalman Filters and Least Square methods to improve the 
accuracy. 
Schmalzel used many programs and functions to select his targets. An improvement upon 
his preparation method would be to take advantage of TheSkyX’s abilities, which allow the user to 
enter a set of TLEs and then find the best passes where the object is projected visible, based on Sun 
incidence angles. TheSkyX will then project a satellite pass over the local horizon in its graphical 
user interface, easily allowing the user to select companion stars. This would not provide magnitude, 
however that can be separately determined by outside sources. 
Orbital Determination Feasibility of LEO Nanosatellites Using Small Aperture Telescopes 
by Michael Strange builds upon Schmalzel’s thesis by using the Cal Poly Observatory and its 
technologies [16]. This thesis project, however, utilizes a different camera and telescope. Strange 
had access to a 14-inch SCT, of the same brand and similar model as Schmalzel’s 12-inch telescope, 
and a higher-grade CCD camera (2184 x 1472 pixels), with 2x2 binning and an FOV of 22 x 15 
arcminutes. Binning is the act of reducing pixel count by combining pixels as grids. For example, 
in 2x2 binning a grid of 4 pixels will be combined into one. This is done to reduce image file size, 
and ultimately processing times. 
The author’s aim was to capture nanosatellites, which are much smaller and dimmer than 
the Globalstar satellites. Strange reports that the average apparent magnitude of a 3U CubeSat to be 
+12.6 and that of a Globalstar to be +9.4, with a surface area ratio of approximately 1:90. The newly 
installed telescope with two more inches of aperture diameter was able to collect more light, with a 
theoretical limiting magnitude of +14. 
 Strange had a different approach than Schmalzel for preparing for observation. The author 
had a set of satellites targeted for observation and TLEs would be downloaded from an online 
database. These TLEs would be uploaded to STK, to determine observation elevation and azimuth 
angles for a given time. The user would then use the TLEs and upload them to TheSkyX, where 
comparison stars along the trajectory could be found. Figure 1.3 shows Strange’s work process, 




Figure 1.3: Strange’s Operational Scheme [16] 
 
 Instead of using Schmalzel’s video recording method, Strange would use a “point and wait” 
method, in which the telescope would be slewed to a region of the sky where the satellite would 
pass and a bright, known comparison star would be present in the field of view. TheSkyX would be 
instructed to take a series of 0.2 second exposure images moments before the satellite would be 
predicted to pass. Images with a satellite streak beginning and ending in the image, in conjunction 
with at least one identifiable comparison star, are considered suitable for astrometry analysis in order 
to extract right ascension and declination angles. The user ran photometric reductions of the images, 
to increase quality, however it was not deemed necessary due to the relatively bright objects he was 
observing. It might, however, prove useful for observing dim objects such as nanosatellites. 
 For analysis, the images were uploaded to a digital sky atlas, to help determine the right 
ascension and declination of stars in the image. Astrometry methods would then be performed to 
extract two right ascensions and declinations from the image. These angles were used in conjunction 
with observer position and time to create vectors to be input into Gauss and Double-R IOD (methods 
to be discussed in Section 2.3), where orbit states would be output. The orbital parameters were 
compared to those of existing TLEs; it was found that IOD orbit states were relatively close to those 
obtained from TLEs. Argument of perigee was the most erroneous, seemingly because the 
eccentricity of the observed objects was very small. Extended Kalman Filter and Least Square 
methods were applied to some of the data, where it was found that these applications improved the 
accuracy of semi-major axis predictions by roughly 6%. 
 Strange’s “point and wait” method, which is also utilized in this work, eliminates the need 
for frame by frame analysis when compared to Schmalzel’s video recording method. Strange 
removed many of the operational limitations that previous efforts had, particularly regarding the 
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way he planned for observations and captured images. There was less of a need for MATLAB 





2. SPACE DOMAIN AWARENESS 
2.1 Astrodynamics 
 The orbits of artificial satellites around celestial bodies are dictated by the Newtonian laws 
of motion and gravitational force. The law of gravity states that [17]: 
 




where F is the resulting gravitational force experienced by two massive bodies in Newtons, 
G is the gravitational constant 6.674×10−11 m3⋅kg−1⋅s−2, m1 and m2 are the masses of two respective 
bodies in space (in kg), and r is the distance between the two bodies (in m). To determine the 
gravitational interaction between the Earth and artificial satellites, Equation 2.1 can be used as the 
dominant equation to determine the acceleration, velocity, and position of a satellite in Euclidean 
space. 
Classical Orbital Elements (COEs) are a universal method of describing the orbit of an 
object using six Keplerian parameters [18]. Figure 2.1 shows four of the six COEs of a satellite 
around the orbit of the Earth. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Classical Orbital Elements [20] 
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The six classical orbital elements are as follows: 
 
1. Semi-major axis (a): The average of the apogee and the perigee distances of the orbit, 
measured in kilometers. The apogee is the point of the orbit farthest from the center of the 
Earth, while the perigee is the point closest to the Earth.  
2. Eccentricity (e): A unitless parameter describing the deviation of the orbit shape from being 
a perfect circle. An eccentricity of 0 is a perfect circle, a value between 0 and 1 is 
considered elliptical (where almost all Earth-centered orbits lie), a value of 1 is a parabolic 
escape orbit, and a value greater than 1 is a hyperbolic orbit.  
3. Inclination (i): Measured at the ascending node, the inclination is the angular tilt of the 
orbit with respect to the reference plane of the coordinate system. The ascending node is 
the point of the orbit where the satellite travels from beneath the reference plane to above 
the reference plane. Measured between 0° and 180°. 
4. The Longitude of Ascending Node or Right Ascension of Ascending Node (Ω): The 
angular position of the ascending node relative to the reference direction, along the 
reference plane. The reference direction is in the direction of the vernal point, commonly 
referred to as the First Point of Aries. Measured between 0° and 360°. 
5. Argument of Perigee (ω): The angular position of the perigee with respect to the ascending 
node, measured along the orbital plane. Measured between 0° and 360°. 
6. True Anomaly (ν or θ): The current angular position of the satellite, taken at a given epoch, 
with respect to the Argument of Perigee, measured along the orbital plane. Measured 
between 0° and 360°. 
 
 The six COEs can be used to derive two state vectors: position and velocity, in a three-
dimensional cartesian coordinate system. Given a set of orbital perturbation assumptions, these state 
vectors can be used to propagate the position of the satellite with respect to time, as is described in 




2.2 Observational Astronomy 
2.2.1 Observation Frames 
 The two major spherical coordinate systems useful for observing the night sky are the 
equatorial coordinate system and the topocentric coordinate system [21]. Both systems use a 
celestial sphere, an abstract sphere surrounding the frame, either the entire globe or the observer’s 
local sky, basing a fixed frame on physical attributes of the frame.  
The equatorial coordinate system uses a fixed frame surrounding the entire globe. It uses 
the origin at the center of the Earth, a fundamental plane at the equator, the vernal equinox as an 
orthogonal plane, and a right-handed cross product of the two planes, resulting in a third plane along 
the poles of the Earth. This coordinate system is aligned with the Earth’s physical equator and poles; 
however, it does not rotate with the Earth about its own axis, resulting in it being fixed against the 
stars on the celestial sphere.  
The resulting spherical coordinates for the equatorial system will be right ascension and 
declination, a pair of degree values without a distance. Right ascension is measured around the 
equator, analogous to longitude, from 0° to 360°. Declination is measured along the North/South 
polar plane, from -90° to 90°, analogous to latitude. Astronomers and physicists commonly express 
right ascension in the Hours/Minutes/Second form, using a 24/60/60 scale. For numerical processing 
purposes, engineers tend to express all spherical coordinates in degrees and decimal fractions of 
degrees. Figure 2.2 below shows the Equatorial Coordinate System, where the celestial equator, 




Figure 2.2: The Equatorial Coordinate System [22] 
 
 This coordinate system may be used in conjunction with the Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) 
reference frame [23]. In ECI, the virtual geometric center of the Earth is a fixed point while the 
globe and the surface of the Earth rotate about the North/South pole axis. ECI is the most used frame 
in Earth-based spacecraft dynamics, especially when dealing with objects in LEO. When describing 
state vectors, this paper will utilize the ECI frame due to the similar properties between it and the 
Equatorial Coordinate System. 
The equatorial coordinate system is useful as a universal coordinate system as it operates 
irrespective of the observer’s position on the surface of the Earth. The spherical coordinates of stars, 
planets, satellites, and any celestial body are commonly displayed in this system. The disadvantage 
to this system, however, is that it is not intuitive to the human mind and its relation to the local sky 
and that it disregards conditions such as time of day and year. Many times, it is better to prepare 
astronomical observations in the topocentric coordinate system and convert them to the equatorial 
coordinate system after data collection.  
 The other major system is the topocentric coordinate system. The topocentric coordinate 
system uses an observer's local sky to place the celestial sphere on [24]. The two principal planes in 
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this system are the observer’s horizon plane and the zenith/nadir plane, the points in the sky directly 
above/below the observer, respectively. The two spherical coordinates used in the topocentric 
system are azimuth and altitude. Azimuth moves along the local horizon plane from 0° to 360°, 
altitude moves in the up/down direction from -90° to 90°. 
 The topocentric coordinate system is convenient when planning the physical operations of 
a telescope, as it allows the user to consider the visibility of objects and physical limitations of the 
apparatus. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the Topocentric Coordinate System, where the local horizon, 
zenith, and celestial meridian make up the spherical coordinate system.  
 
 
Figure 2.3: The Topocentric Coordinate System [25] 
 
It is important to note that the right ascensions and declinations of even distant stars are 
not completely fixed against the equatorial celestial sphere. An astronomical phenomenon known 
as axial precession [21], due to the gravitational forces of the Sun and Moon, causes the Earth’s 
polar rotational axis to change its attitude in space. Analogous to a spinning top, the Earth constantly 
rotates around its own polar axis, approximately once every 24 hours. At a much slower, but 
nevertheless significant rate, this rotational axis will change its course, with a period of about 26,000 
years. For example, the stationary star Polaris, commonly referred to as the “North Star”, that sits at 
a declination of about 90° will no longer be at that location in 1,000 years. Consequently, observers 
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on the Earth in 1,000 years will no longer observe Polaris as the “North Star”, but a different star 
altogether. Figure 2.4 shows this astronomical phenomenon. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Precession of the Earth [26] 
 
 As a result of this phenomena, astronomers have devised a system of time and coordinate 
keeping known as epochs. The current standard epoch is referred to as J2000, recording the spherical 
coordinates of the stars as they were on January 1st, 2000 A.D. Typically, when the coordinates of 
a celestial object are given on a catalog, they are displayed in the J2000 epoch. From this epoch, the 
user can propagate the present position of that object forward in time to reflect their own time frame 
and observer position. Considering their relatively high speed against the celestial sphere, when 








2.2.2 Satellite Astrometry 
 Astrometry is the field of study regarding the position and displacement of celestial bodies. 
Through astrometric analysis, one can find the right ascension/declination or azimuth/altitude of a 
sky object such as a star, planet, comet, or satellite, among others. The physical range and degree-
to-pixel ratio (plate scale) of an image can be found using astrometry; finding these parameters is 
known as plate solving. There are various techniques to perform astrometric analysis on an image 
to extract coordinates from it. However, because of the nature of satellite imaging, a technique 
utilizing one comparison star and predicted satellite locations is used. 
 Observing Figure 2.5, an image with a known star and a satellite streak beginning and 
ending in the frame is enough to perform astrometric analysis. Since the right ascension and 
declination values of most observable stars in the sky are known, their equatorial spherical 
coordinates can be used as a reference point. The coordinates of the endpoints of a streak imposed 




Figure 2.5: Raw Image of a Satellite Streak with Background Stars 
 
Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 
Public Affairs release approval AFMC-2020-0013 
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An issue will present itself, however. The orientation to fix the X/Y pixel axes with the 
RA/Dec (right ascension/declination) physical axes will not be known. Since the Two-Line Element 
of the satellite will be used to conduct observations, it can be used to find the predicted slope of the 
satellite trajectory. This predicted RA/Dec slope can be compared to the observed pixel slope. The 









where δ and α are declination and right ascension, respectively. The subscript T indicates 
the corresponding coordinate for the time at which the exposure of the image began, while N 
indicates a coordinate for the time at which that same exposure ended. The observed pixel slope is 
defined similarly in Equation 2.3.: 
 






In Equation 2.3, the declination values are replaced with observations from pixel axis Y 
and the right ascension values with pixel axis X. The subscript 1 corresponds to where the streak 
begins and the subscript 2 corresponds to where the streak ends. The direction of the streak can be 
determined from the TLE. Both slopes can be used to find the correction angle θ, to align the image 
axes with the spherical axes: 
 





where 𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the mean declination of the image; its cosine is used to correct for the 
spherical shape of the equatorial coordinates. As declination increases away from the equator and 
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towards the poles, a change in right ascension will correspond to a smaller change in angular 
displacement when compared to declinations closer to the equator.  
The correction angle can then be used in conjunction with pixel displacements between the 













where ∆𝑋𝑋 and ∆𝑌𝑌 are pixel displacement values in the two axes on the digital image file. 
PS is the plate scale of the apparatus, or the angular distance per pixel in the image. Figure 2.6 
demonstrates how pixel displacement values are geometrically determined. The direction of the 
spacecraft in an image can be determined by comparing the RA/Dec predictions with the orientation 
of the streak compared to the background star field.  
 
 




It is important to note that while right ascension, declination, and plate scale might be 
expressed in different units for angular position, these equations only function correctly if constant 
units are utilized. It is highly recommended to use degrees and decimals, in the form of 123.456°. 
This astrometry method can yield two RA/Dec sets from one image. However, due to the relative 
proximity in time and space, these two sets will be treated as one data set by an angles-only initial 
orbit determination algorithm.  
 
2.2.3 Observation Instrumentation 
 In order to capture images of satellites in orbit around the Earth, an imaging apparatus is 
necessary. A set-up such as a consumer digital camera on a tripod may suffice to capture images of 
bright satellite streaks themselves, however an optical telescope and camera is necessary to obtain 
images of dimmer satellites and background stars, as is necessary for astrometry. In addition, a 
telescope allows data collected to have a higher angular resolution than a camera alone. In 
astronomy, angular resolution refers to the ability of an apparatus to distinguish between two objects 
on a point of space in the image. For example, to a naked-eye observer a point of light may appear 
as one star in the night sky but may be revealed to be a double star system when a telescope is used. 
This principle can be translated to being able to see individual features within the craters of the 
Moon, or even individual features on a large satellite given a powerful telescope.  
 In a rudimentary sense, a telescope is an apparatus that magnifies the possible angular 
resolution when observing a distant object and captures as many photons (light) emitted by that 
object [21]. The most common type of optical telescope in use in the is the reflective telescope. 
Reflective telescopes use a series of mirrors to relay light onto a focal point, where it can be viewed 
through an eyepiece or camera. Professional telescopes can range up to the ability to observe 
individual features of a very distant galaxy, however a telescope with an angular resolution powerful 
enough to resolve the spatial difference between two background stars in the FOV will suffice for 
satellite observation purposes. Figure 2.7 shows a diagram of a SCT, the type of telescope used in 





Figure 2.7: Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope Diagram [27] 
 
 To slew, or aim, the telescope a telescope mount is necessary. A mount will sit on a support 
structure, such as a tripod or solid base, and mechanically point the telescope. This is done using 
electric motors and gears. Some telescope mounts have a “GoTo” ability, meaning sky coordinates 
can be entered through a hand remote controller or computer program and the mount will 
automatically point the telescope in that direction without physical input from the user. Electronic 
mounts can also track the stars at the rate that they appear to move in the user’s local sky.  
 To record a digital image of a satellite against the background night sky a camera is needed. 
The two common types of imaging devices used with telescopes are digital consumer cameras and 
dedicated scientific charge-coupled devices (CCDs). Consumer cameras do not have the same 
imaging ability and quality as scientific CCDs, but their low cost and wide availability may make 
them suitable for low-budget satellite imaging operations. Scientific CCDs, on the other hand, do 
not have as low of a cost but may prove to be worth their price if high-end imaging is necessary for 
an astronomical project.  
 Other peripherals include a dome, an electronic focuser, filters, and focal reducers. Domes 
can be used to limit the amount of unwanted light from entering the telescope body and being 
recorded in the digital image. An electronic focuser allows the user to focus the image to preferable 
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a sharpness without the need to manually adjust any knobs. Filters allow the operator to limit the 
wavelengths of light that are being collected. Focal reducers can increase the field of view (the 
observable range) of an apparatus.  
 
2.2.4 Satellite Observation Parameters 
There are certain parameters necessary to successfully image a satellite for use in angles-
only initial orbit determination algorithms. Most elementary is the suitability of the location and sky 
conditions (i.e. amount of light pollution, no obstructing structures, or present clouds). While light 
pollution requirements are not as stringent for satellite observations as compared to observation of 
distant and dim galaxies, darker skies provide better astrometry and thus higher quality in the 
resulting data.  
 The mechanism by which light is collected by the imaging apparatus from the satellite is 
primarily through the reflection of sunlight off the surface of the satellite and partially through 
Earth’s albedo. For light to be collected by the telescope, the incidence angles between the satellite, 
the Sun, and the observation location must be suitable. The apparent magnitude, or apparent 
brightness, of the satellite is determined by the angle between the satellite, Sun, and observer, the 
size of the satellite, the proximity of the satellite to the observer, and the reflectivity of the materials 
on the surface of the spacecraft that are being illuminated by the Sun. Apparent magnitude, which 
is based on the proximity of the observer to the object, can be contrasted with absolute magnitude, 
which is determined by comparing objects had they all been the same distance away from the Earth. 
 The magnitude of an object is a defined numerical scale that can be used to scale and 
compare the brightness of that object to that of other objects. The apparent magnitude scale is 
unitless and inverse logarithmic, so that higher magnitude values correspond to dimmer objects, and 
that a magnitude difference of +1.0 means that an object is roughly 2.5 times dimmer [21]. Apparent 
magnitudes can be used to judge whether an apparatus can properly image an object. For example, 
a telescope setup with a limiting magnitude of +12.0 will not be able to capture an object of 
magnitude +14.0.  
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The limiting magnitude of the human eye is about +6.0, depending on the sky conditions 
and ability of the individual. Table 2.1 can be used to put some astronomical objects into perspective 
of how bright they are when observed from the surface of Earth. 
 
Table 2.1: Apparent Magnitudes of Various Astronomical Objects 
Object Apparent Magnitude 
The Sun -26.7 
Full Moon -12.9 
Venus -4.14 
International Space Station -5.9 
SL-16 Rocket Body +2.0 
 
The potential to image an object is also affected by the settings on the imaging device. Two 
major user inputs may affect the number of photons collected: the sensitivity of the light detector 
and the exposure time. Sensitivity is expressed in ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization), where a higher value will increase how much light is collected but also increase 
noise. A longer exposure time will result in more light collected. Keep in mind that a user must seek 
to image both the satellite streak and a comparison star, so each apparatus and situation has its ideal 
camera inputs. 
 
2.3 Orbit Determination 
2.3.1 Angles-Only Initial Orbit Determination 
Initial Orbit Determination (IOD) is the process of determining the orbit states of a satellite 
using a set of initial conditions. As only angular data is obtained in this project, this paper will focus 
on angles-only IOD, which only utilizes equatorial coordinate system RA/Dec angles without any 
range/distance data to determine the orbital states of a target. The methods used here require three 
RA/Dec observations with their respective times, in addition to observer location. The algorithms 
used in this project are Gauss and Double-R. Gauss is described in greater detail in Section 5.10 of 
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Curtis’s Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students [18]. Double-R is described in greater detail 
in Section 7.3 of Vallado’s Fundamentals of Astrodynamics and Applications [23]. A succinct 
description of both the methods will be demonstrated in this section. 
Both IOD methods use the same inputs and produce the same outputs, however because of 
their distinct numerical/analytical mathematical approaches they are better suited for different 
scenarios a user might encounter. Gauss and Double-R will input observer location, and three pairs 
of RA/Dec angles with their respective times in the equatorial coordinate system to output a state 
vector in ECI for the middle timestamp in the triple set. Gauss is better suited for degree separations 
of about 10°, which amounts to up to 5 minutes for LEO passes. Double-R, on the other hand, 
exhibits more accurate results using larger angular separations between satellite observations. 
Both methods utilize line-of-sight and satellite position vectors/scalars derived from 
angular observations, expressed in an ECI frame. Due to the significantly higher proximity of 
satellites to the observer, when compared to the distant stellar background, right 
ascension/declination definitions are also dependent on the location of the user, defined as 𝑟𝑟site. The 
satellite position vector for each observation can then be described as 𝑟𝑟, relating it with slant range 
ρ, line-of-sight unit vector 𝐿𝐿�, and 𝑟𝑟site:  
 
  𝑟𝑟 =  𝜌𝜌𝐿𝐿� +  𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚   (2.7) 
 
 
 where 𝐿𝐿� can be determined using right ascension and declination: 
 











The magnitude of 𝑟𝑟 is then expressed as: 
 
 𝑟𝑟 =  �𝜌𝜌2 + 2𝜌𝜌𝐿𝐿� ·  𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚  +  𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚
2  (2.9) 
  
The overall inputs and outputs can be summarized in Equation 2.10: 
 
 (𝐿𝐿�1, 𝐿𝐿�2, 𝐿𝐿�3, 𝑡𝑡1, 𝑡𝑡2, 𝑡𝑡3, 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚1 , 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚2 , 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚3) → (𝑟𝑟2, ?⃑?𝑣2) (2.10) 
 
 Observer location vectors can be determined using observation times, latitude/longitude, 
and local sidereal time measurements. 
 
2.3.2 Gauss’s Method 
Gauss’s method works best for observations close in time and space. Gauss’s technique 
assumes that the three position vectors exist on the same plane. This assumption is reasonable, as 
the orbital plane will likely not move significantly over the period that the three angular observations 
are made. This relation can be stated as: 
 
 𝑐𝑐1𝑟𝑟1���⃑ +  𝑐𝑐2𝑟𝑟2���⃑ +  𝑐𝑐3𝑟𝑟3���⃑ =  0�⃑  (2.11) 
  
 where 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 is a planar coefficient. An eighth-order polynomial for the second satellite 
observation is then expressed in the form of: 
 
 𝑟𝑟28 − (𝑑𝑑12 + 2𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚 22 )𝑟𝑟26 − 2𝜇𝜇(𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑2 + 𝑑𝑑1𝑑𝑑2)𝑟𝑟23 − 𝜇𝜇2𝑑𝑑22 = 0 (2.12) 
 
 where d is a slant range coefficient, C = 𝐿𝐿�2 ∙ 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚2 , and 𝜇𝜇 is the gravitational parameter of 
the Earth. Iterating using an initial slant range estimate and solving for the real root of 𝑟𝑟2 within a 
favorable tolerance will yield all three position vectors for the satellite’s distance observations. For 
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this work Curtis’s non-extended Gauss method is utilized (Algorithm 5.5 in Section 5.10 [18]), 
which determines velocity after the real root of 𝑟𝑟2 is determined using Lagrangian coefficients. 
Alternatively, a scheme such as Gibbs or Herrick-Gibbs (Algorithms 54 and 55 found in Vallado 
[23]) can be used to determine velocity from cartesian position and change in time.  
 
2.3.3 Double-R Method 
The Double-R method will be favorable when observations are farther apart than what 
Gauss’s method would excel in. Numerically, these differences would manifest between 𝑟𝑟1 and 𝑟𝑟3 
and between 𝑡𝑡1 and 𝑡𝑡3. The iterative method begins with guessing the positions of the satellite to 
eventually determine the vectors of the three observations. An iterative process estimates cartesian 
states, which are then matched to observation times. 
 
2.3.4 Orbit Propagation 
Orbit propagation is the act of determining the future states of an orbit given a set of initial 
conditions. Once an initial orbit determination is made, these orbit parameters can be used to 
describe the position and elements of that orbit at a different time. In addition to sourcing from an 
initial orbit determination, a Two-Line Element (TLE) can be used. TLEs can be downloaded from 
a public source, such as CelesTrak [19].  
Orbit propagations are based on the fundamental acceleration equations for the two-body 
orbit problem, where the Earth is treated as a point mass [18]: 
 






where 𝜇𝜇 is the standard gravitational parameter of the central body, Earth, and 𝑟𝑟 is the 
position vector of the orbiting satellite in ECI. If one adds the net sum of perturbations, p, to the 




 ?⃑?𝑎 = −
𝜇𝜇
𝑟𝑟3
𝑟𝑟 + 𝑝𝑝 (2.14) 
 
 Perturbations are defined as any forces/accelerations originating from a source other than 
the gravitational force of the central body. Individual perturbations are of smaller orders than the 
nominal central gravitational acceleration, however if summed together they can cause starting 
orbital parameters to significantly change, especially if an orbit is being propagating for larger 
periods of time. Table 2.2 highlights various common perturbations and their sources. 
 
Table 2.2: Common Orbital Perturbations [18] 
Perturbation Description 
Non-spherical Caused by the oblateness of the Earth, where most of its mass is 
distributed closer to the equator due to the planet’s rotation about its 
own axis. Also referred to as J2, J4, J6 etc. 
Atmospheric Drag Caused by atmospheric particles in the upper atmosphere/edge of 
space. The largest of perturbations in LEO. 
Solar Radiation Pressure Caused by the electromagnetic radiation and energized particles 
emitted by the Sun. 
Third Body Caused by the gravitational attraction of a body besides the Earth. 
Principal bodies are typically the Moon and the Sun. 
 
 The two perturbation models used in this project are J4 and Simplified General 
Perturbations 4 (SGP4) [10].  J4 is an Earth oblateness model that builds on J2, which accounts for 
the asymmetry in the Northern/Southern hemispheres. J4 adds onto J2 by splitting the Earth’s 
oblateness into more sections, however J2 effects are dominant. SGP4 includes all perturbations 
listed above: J4, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, lunar gravity, and solar gravity. SGP4 
is made to complement the TLE format. A complete description of numerical and analytical methods 




2.4 Unitary View of SDA 
SDA is crucial to making educated and preemptive decisions regarding the space domain. 
SDA encompasses more than individual state vectors or orbit propagation algorithms. SDA is not a 
singular methodology or apparatus, but a general effort to increase fundamental understanding and 
manipulation of the constantly changing space domain. An apparatus and methodology will be 
introduced in this paper, tailored for use in universities with a low budget regarding equipment. The 
operation scheme in Figure 2.8 below can be used to follow the SDA flow in this effort. While this 
is not an all-encompassing SDA scheme, it does provide small telescopes to fit and contribute into 
the general SDA effort. 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Iterative Small Telescope SDA Operations Scheme 
 
A summary of this scheme can be described as follows: 
 
1. Targets are selected for orbit determination based on user’s desired information and needs. 
Using already existing orbit states and parameters, a schedule is built optimizing for 
number of targets observed in the given observation period. 
2. Imaging of satellite passes is conducted using a small telescope. Three successful images 
of the same satellite pass must be obtained to perform initial orbit determination. 
3. Images are used to perform astrometry, a process used to extract physical coordinates out 




4. Gauss and Double-R angles-only initial orbit determination methods are used to determine 
state vectors for a given time in the satellite pass. 
5. State vectors can be used to produce orbital elements. Orbital elements and states are used 
to propagate orbits forward in time, to compare results of a satellite TLE to determined 
IOD results. These states can be used to predict a subsequent pass: next orbit, next half-
day, next day, etc.  





3. APPARATUS & METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Starfire Optical Range 
3.1.1 Observatory 
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) is an organization under the Materiel 
Command of the United States Air Force dedicated to the research and development of aerospace 
and defense technologies. Kirtland Air Force Base, located in Albuquerque, NM, is home to the 
Starfire Optical Range (SOR), operated by AFRL [29]. The area is subject to clear, high-pressure 
skies almost year-round, making it suitable for astronomical observations. The area is rated a class 
4 on the Bortle scale [33]. The location sits on top of a hill range, reducing the obstruction from 
buildings and geographic features. The coordinates of SOR are 34.9656°N, -106.4628°E, with an 
altitude of 1,836 m.  
At the location of the operated telescope there is a clamshell Astro Haven brand dome, 
housing the telescope, aligning both shells of the dome with the East and West sides of the meridian. 
The dome is operated using a fitted control panel, allowing the user to independently raise/lower 
each side of the clamshell. From the telescope’s perspective, there is a lower altitude observation 
limit of about 15° due to the obstructing lower portion of the dome, as the shells only reach this low.  
 
3.1.2 Telescope 
The telescope used at the SOR site is a 14-inch Celestron SCT. With all hardware, this 
telescope has a field of view (FOV) of 32.1 x 21.5 arcminutes. The telescope is placed on a 
Paramount ME equatorial mount, which allows it to slew around the local sky. The equatorial mount 
does not provide a constant attitude to the telescope/camera as it slews around the sky, changing the 
orientation of the background stars in images when compared to the user interface’s star map. This 
change in orientation makes it more difficult at times to confirm which star is being observed. In 
addition, this mount must perform a meridian flip when crossing the user’s local East/West line, 
known as the meridian. This flip causes the telescope slew time to increase when a satellite crosses 
the meridian, reducing the likelihood of imaging objects close to the zenith. 
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The telescope was acquired second hand and the original owner had repainted the outside 
of the telescope, including the model number, so the only specifications available for this apparatus 
are its size and brand.  
 
3.1.3 Camera 
 The Canon EOS 6D is a consumer-grade DSLR with a 20.2-megapixel resolution and an 
ISO range between 100 and 25,600 [30]. While reaching a price range around $1,500, this price is 
within the limits of a small organization. The camera is attached to the end of the SCT, where an 
eyepiece would usually go, with the use of an adapter. Figure 3.1 shows the Canon EOS 6D camera 
without the consumer lens, where a telescope-to-camera adapter would instead be attached. Table 
3.1 demonstrates the specifications of the camera; notice the high maximum resolution and the 
detector size, which is useful for determining the FOV size.  
 
 










Table 3.1: Canon EOS 6D Specifications [30] 
Specification Value 
Full Frame Resolution 5,472 x 3,648 pixels 
Pixels 20.2 megapixels 
Detector Size 35.8 mm x 23.9 mm 
 
3.1.4 Software 
The control software used is Software Bisque’s TheSkyX [36]. TheSkyX is a commercial 
observation tool that allows for various functions, controlling the telescope mount, camera, and 
focuser. TheSkyX Professional Edition, the edition used in this project, has a price tag of $100 per 
year and a $229 sign-up fee. This software provides a user-friendly graphic user interface that 
projects the observer’s local sky in real time, populated with common star catalogs. TLEs can be 
uploaded onto the program, which projects a satellite trajectory in real time against the user’s local 
star background. The “point and click” nature of TheSkyX makes it relatively easy for an observer 
to collect optical images of satellites passing overhead. TheSkyX was used to control the telescope 
pointing and camera imaging, however the dome was controlled separately. Figure 3.2 demonstrates 
the ability of the user interface to display a satellite trajectory against the local background sky. The 
figure displays the satellite trajectory, the satellite’s current position in the local sky, and a selected 





Figure 3.2: TheSkyX Satellite Interface 
 
3.2 Cal Poly Observatory 
3.2.1 Observatory 
The Cal Poly Observatory is in a central region on the university campus of California 
Polytechnic State University, classified as a class 5 on the Bortle scale [33]. Despite being in a light-
polluted suburban region, the location of the observatory is darker than the surrounding area and is 
adequate for purposes of this effort. The coordinates of the observatory are 35.30 °N, 120.66° W, 
with an altitude of 105.8 m. 
 
3.2.2 Telescope 
The telescope in the Cal Poly Observatory is also a 14-inch SCT. However, it is of a 
different brand and model, a Meade LX-600. With all hardware included, the telescope has an FOV 
of 22.9 x 15.4 arcminutes. It has a price of approximately $7,999. 
The Meade LX-600 is collocated on a fork mount, with an axis rotating in the right 
ascension direction, and another axis rotating in the declination direction. The advantage to this 
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mount is that the imaging apparatus is kept at a constant attitude, making it easy to identify star 
patterns when compared to a sky chart. This fork mount also does not need to perform a meridian 
flip when crossing from East to West, unlike the equatorial mount. Unlike the previous mount, 
however, the fork mount has a physical limitation preventing the telescope from slewing beyond 
50° in declination. This is due to the mounted imaging hardware at the end of the telescope running 
into the base of the mount. Figure 3.3 shows the telescope with its fork mount; it can rotate about 
the right ascension and declination axes. Table 3.2 highlights the specifications of the telescope. 
The optical design/coating is a variation from the Schmidt-Cassegrain design, where the corrective 
lens and primary mirror shapes are altered to reduce aberrations [31]. The telescope also has a 
resolving power above what is needed for satellite observation (approximately 1 arcminute). 
Resolving power (also known as resolution) is the ability to discern two light point sources from 
one another.  
 






Table 3.2: Meade LX-600 Specifications [16] 
Specification Value 
Aperture Diameter 14 inches 
Optical Design Advanced Coma-Free 
Optical Coating Ultra-High Transmission Coatings 
Focal Length 2845 mm 
Focal Ratio f/8 
Resolving Power (Dawe’s Limit) 0.326 arc-seconds 
 
3.2.3 Camera 
The camera used is an SBIG ST-10XME CCD. Compared to the DSLR camera used at 
SOR, this dedicated science camera provides higher angular resolution with less noise. The 
operational drawback is that it takes about 3 seconds longer to upload a CCD image onto the 
computer, meaning there are fewer exposures being taken per second, affecting the probability of 
imaging a satellite streak in the field of view. Figure 3.4 shows the CCD camera, where the left side 
attaches to the telescope. Table 3.3 highlights the specifications of the camera. This dedicated CCD 
has a lower pixel count than the DSLR, however the DSLR is made assuming the user is taking 







Figure 3.4: SBIG ST-10XME CCD Camera [16] 
 
Table 3.3: SBIG ST-10XME Specifications [16] 
Specification Value 
Full Frame Resolution 2184 x 1472 pixels 
Pixels 3.2 megapixels 
Detector Size 14.9 x 10 mm 
Full Well Capacity ~ 77,000 e- 
Read Noise 8.8e RMS 
Full Frame Download Time ~ 8.7 seconds 
 
3.2.4 Software 
The Cal Poly Observatory also uses TheSkyX, however at this location the dome is 
integrated into the software. This presented a disadvantage at times, as the aged high voltage slit 
dome would occasionally short and disrupt the software operation. To correct this, the circuit 









Scheduling for a given observation period begins with choosing proper targets for the 
corresponding date. Because satellite reflections onto the observer are caused by sunlight, the 
optimal time to image satellite passes is roughly half an hour to an hour before sunrise and after 
sunset. Satellites can be observed farther from these time ranges; however, they will typically be 
dimmer and/or at lower altitudes in the local sky. 
The principal database used to find observable satellites is the website Heaven’s Above 
[28]. Heaven’s Above allows the user to input their location and choose a time and date, providing 
a list of illuminated satellites passing over the user’s location with their trajectories, times, and 
magnitudes. A schedule is built from this, where the user chooses targets that are bright and in the 
sky for a long amount of time, typically about 10 minutes. A trajectory with a high local altitude 
typically correlates with a longer observation period, regarding objects in LEO. Figure 3.5 shows a 
Heaven’s Above satellite pass prediction for a given night. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Example of Heaven’s Above Satellite List [28] 
 
The user then must trade between the chance of capturing images and the number of images 
of unique satellites taken. The factors that determine this are the amount of satellites on a given 
schedule, the duration of their passes, the apparent magnitude, and the time in between each different 
satellite’s pass. There were between 5 to 10 satellites on a schedule, with peak magnitudes no 
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dimmer than +5.0. The approximate time in between passes was 1 to 2 minutes for SOR, and 5 to 
10 minutes for Cal Poly. The discrepancy between the two apparatus is the poorer pointing accuracy 
and need for repeated calibration at the Cal Poly Observatory, as is described in the next subsection.  
After a full schedule for an observation period was put together, the most recent TLEs for 
the set of objects would be downloaded from the website Celestrak [19]. Due to there being a lack 
of commonly available TLEs for classified American targets, satellites with callsigns under the label 
USA would be discounted. Figure 3.6 shows a final user-created observation schedule. The 
brightness, rising/setting times, and approximate trajectory about the local sky were noted to assist 
in operating the telescope in real-time.  
 
 
Figure 3.6: Example of Final Satellite Observation Schedule 
 
Contrasting from previous efforts at the Cal Poly Observatory, there was no need to find 
comparison stars beforehand. In these projects, additional software and sites were used to find bright 
stars in the path of the satellite trajectory. Using the versatility of TheSkyX software, comparison 
stars can be found minutes before a satellite pass occurs. Most of the time a bright comparison star 
would be found, however there would be issues finding stars close to bright objects (such as the 
Moon) or when the sunset/sunrise sky was too bright. 
 
3.3.2 Observation 
After a schedule for a given night or morning was completed, observation and data 
collection would occur. Preparations began half an hour to an hour before the first satellite pass of 
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the observation period. These preparations would include powering hardware and software, 
ensuring calibrations were done, and preparing the principal software, TheSkyX.  
Once power is given to the apparatus, the first step is to point the telescope towards a bright, 
known star to evaluate pointing accuracy and focus. To calibrate the telescope pointing, the 
telescope is jogged so that the known star is close to the exact center of the image. As imaging of 
the three-dimensional celestial sphere is not flat, objects closer to the center of the image will have 
better focus. TheSkyX is then instructed to synchronize the physical pointing to the software’s 
corresponding predicted location of the star. If the image is out of focus, the user adjusts the controls 
to ensure the sharpest image possible. No filters are used at either locations to maximize the amount 
of light collected.  
At the Cal Poly Observatory, a major issue would present itself where the computer time 
was off by about a minute. If uncorrected, this time error is enough to cause the telescope to aim at 
the wrong part of the sky for every attempt. TheSkyX’s time is manually adjusted for each 
observation period, however it does not fix the recorded time on the image file. The time correction 
applied to the image file is discussed in greater detail in Section 4.1. 
The apparatus is then ready for data collection. For each target fly-over, the telescope is 
slewed towards a low altitude comparison star that shares the field of view with the predicted 
satellite trajectory as it rises above the horizon. Using a 2x2 (SOR) or 3x3 (Cal Poly Observatory) 
binning scheme, the camera is then instructed to take 0.2 or 0.3 second exposures about 20 seconds 
before the target is predicted to fall into the frame. Binning reduces the total pixel count to reduce 
the file size and thus the computer processing time. Each of these binning schemes was selected as 
a suitable trade between image download time and image quality. If the target is detected in the field 
of view, the telescope is immediately slewed to a subsequent comparison star in the orbital 
trajectory. If the target is not detected, a period of about 5 additional seconds is given to ensure that 
the object was indeed not imaged, as it is common for TLE predictions to have time inaccuracies. 
This process is repeated for every subsequent pass of the night or morning, with adequate time given 
in between the end of one pass and the start of the next to calibrate and slew the telescope.  
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The images are recorded as FITS files with a matching header, including the name of the 
comparison star, the time/date, and other specifications about the settings used to capture the image. 
Both cameras record FITS files for their images (although the DSLR also saves a proprietary Canon 
format) as dictated by TheSkyX software settings. Qualifying images with streaks are compiled into 
a separate directory to be used in astrometry. To qualify as an acceptable image, the image needs to 
have at least one bright, known comparison star and a satellite streak beginning and ending in the 
field of view. Figure 3.7 demonstrates an example of a successful satellite image. The star closest 
to the center of the image was used as a comparison star for this image. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: LEO Satellite Cosmos 1536, 25 August 2019  
Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 






The compiled images are used to perform astrometry, the act of extracting the right 
ascension and declination of the target satellite per given image. Images, ordered by target and time 
of collection, would be processed one by one using MATLAB script Astrometry.m. Raw image files 
are saved in the FITS format, which are opened using astrometry software. The freeware 
AstroImageJ [35], distributed by the University of Louisville, was chosen for its accessibility on 
Windows machines. Using the following scheme, this MATLAB script prompts the user for: 
 
1. Gregorian time and date in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) of when the image 
exposure began.  
2. The pixel locations of the comparison star and the two ends of the satellite streak in 
the raw image file. The location of the origin of the X and Y axes is not crucial, so 
long as one is consistent throughout the algorithm.  
3. The comparison star’s right ascension and declination celestial coordinates in J2000, 
obtained from the Gaia catalog maintained by the European Space Agency [34]. 
4. The predicted J2000 right ascension and declination sets of the target at the beginning 
and end of the image exposure. These are obtained from STK from a given TLE, where 
the user can input precise times to obtain the satellite’s position in the celestial sphere. 
 
The MATLAB script uses this information to run angledet.m, an RA/Dec angle 
determination function developed by Brock Schmalzel for his orbit determination work that uses 
the algorithm described in Section 2.2.2. Astrometry.m will then produce an observed RA/Dec for 
a given time in UTC (the time at which the image exposure started). An absolute error compared to 
the TLEs prediction is displayed as an RA/Dec vector, which can use to determine whether there 
were any possible mistakes when performing the astrometry process.  
At the Cal Poly Observatory there was an issue with the computer clock being ahead in 
time by about a minute from actual UTC time. This inaccuracy would be different every day that 
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the telescope was operated. To be able to image the satellite passes, the correct time was input on 
TheSkyX (but not on the universal computer clock) whenever the computer would be booted up. 
However, at the time of analysis it was found that the UTC times on the image files were recorded 
using the incorrect machine time, not the correct time from TheSkyX. To obtain proper timestamps 
for these images, the following method is used to determine a time error correction value: 
 
1. The incorrect time is noted from the image file header for the first image of the 
observation period. 
2. The corresponding TLE for that pass is propagated on STK to determine 
approximately what time the satellite would pass close to the comparison star’s 
RA/Dec within the telescope’s FOV. 
3. The time chosen from step 2 is subtracted from the incorrect image time to obtain a 
time error correction estimate.  
4. Astrometry is performed as normal for this first image, with this assumed time error 
correction applied to the incorrect image time, using Astrometry.m as described 
earlier. The time from step 2 is treated as the new timestamp of the image. 
5. The resulting astrometry RA/Dec is compared to multiple STK/TLE RA/Dec’s over a 
span of ±2 seconds from the STK time from step 2. A time for which the astrometry 
RA/Dec and STK/TLE RA/Dec are most similar is used to calculate a new time error 
correction once again. This corrected time is the final estimated timestamp for the first 
image of the observation period. 
6. This new time error correction is applied to the rest of the images’ astrometry process. 
 
As a reminder, steps 1-5 are only done once to the first image of the morning/night, so that 
there is only one constant time error correction applied to all the images of that observation period. 
This ensures that the time differences between the satellite images of the period remain the same, as 
recorded by the computer. This method makes all the Cal Poly Observatory (CPO) images usable 
while also avoiding the application of a unique time error correction to each image. Table 4.1 below 
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shows the approximated time error for each observation date, showing by how much time ahead the 
image file was. Notice that the time error increased over time. 
 
Table 4.1: Approximated CPO Time Errors 
Date Time Error (Image – STK/TLE) 
24 Jan 2020 0 min 44.3 sec 
08 Feb 2020 0 min 54.3 sec 
18 Feb 2020 1 min 2.5 sec 
04 March 2020 1 min 13.0 sec 
 
4.2 Initial Orbit Determination 
Once astrometry is completed, associated right ascension and declination values are input 
into IODScript.m to determine an associated state vector for the second time and angle set. The 
script outputs both Gauss and Double-R initial orbit determination method results. 
The user has the option to choose between the SOR location or CPO location. Three sets 
of angles-only data are input, including right ascension, declination, and associated time and date in 
UTC for each set. The script then calls Gauss and Double-R IOD functions that output two different 
sets of state vectors: position and velocity. The state vectors are also used to call a function to 
determine classical orbital elements from them. State vectors, with their given timestamp, can be 
used to propagate an orbit forward in time, to determine the position of the satellite target in three-
dimensional space.  
 
4.3 Orbit Propagation 
STK is used to propagate a determined vector forward in time. STK enables the user to 
input a TLE and/or state vector onto the user interface. Using the known time epoch and observer 
location, TLEs and state vectors are used to compare accuracy of initial orbit determinations of a 




1. A scenario for a given observation period (morning or evening) is created. A time 
buffer of approximately a day on each end is allocated, tailored to the user’s need. 
2. The geographic location of the observer is entered, including latitude, longitude, and 
altitude above sea level. 
3. A TLE for the given target and epoch is selected. STK can apply appropriate TLEs 
from an archived database and change to the most recent TLE within the scenario, at 
the user’s need. An SGP4 orbit propagation scheme is selected to produce the 
predicted trajectory. 
4. The state vector with the given time for the target is input, defining a complete 
observed orbit for the target. To produce the observed trajectory, a J4 orbit propagation 
scheme is selected, as this is the highest level STK provides without the need for a 
user to make assumptions about the physical model of the satellite. 
5. Subsequent passes past the initial observation are compared. The predicted and 
observed trajectories are compared to one another in terms of J2000 right ascension 
and declination, as next pass (one orbit later), next half-day (~12 hours later), and/or 
next day (~24 hours) potential observations of the predicted and observed trajectories 
are compared to one another. STK is used to produce RA/Dec reports for given time 
periods.  
6. MATLAB script TLEvsIODscript.m is used to analyze data reports from STK. 
TLEvsIODscript.m provides angular position errors as well as plots of error vs. time 
and RA/Dec plots comparing the TLE to the IOD independent of time. 
 
A few assumptions were made to simplify orbit propagation analysis. First, it is assumed 
that the sun incidence angle between the observer and the target will be suitable as to allow for the 
satellite to reflect light onto the observer’s location. Second, it is assumed that the apparent 
magnitude of the target is bright enough so that it can be observed by the apparatus in use. STK is 
used to check whether the satellite passes over the observer’s location and whether the satellite is 
outside of the shadow of the Earth.  
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SGP4 is used to propagate TLE orbits forward in time as it is the most accurate propagation 
scheme available on STK that works with TLEs that does not require additional input. Due to the 
lack of accurate geometric model information for every object, the STK J4 model is used to 
propagate IOD orbits. J4 accounts for the oblateness of Earth but not for drag perturbations in Low 
Earth Orbit. Leaving out a drag model makes the orbit determination less accurate, however it makes 
propagations possible without the need for broad assumptions that may introduce inaccuracies into 
orbit predictions. For immediately subsequent orbits/passes drag may not have a large effect, 
however over time the inaccuracy due to the lack of an accurate drag model will worsen. However, 
as will be discussed in Section 5.3, the initial orbit determinations lacked the accuracy for 
propagating to longer periods of time, to the point where an SGP4-esque propagation model was 
not justified. 
 
4.4 Combined Observations 
When multiple triple-sets (six or more independent observations) are obtained during the 
same observation period, these data sets can be combined to produce an alternative orbit. Lambert’s 
problem uses two known position vectors with a known time separation to output two corresponding 
velocity vectors, allowing a complete orbital element set to be determined. These two vector sets 
will correspond to the same orbital elements, with differing true anomalies. The newly determined 
orbit will utilize the old position vectors determined by the IOD, however apply new velocity 
vectors. This could be advantageous for methods that produce accurate positions but inaccurate 
velocities. 
MATLAB function lamb.m is adapted from Curtis’s application of the Lambert’s problem 
solution in Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students [18]. The whole algorithm can be found in 
Curtis; however, the overall process is detailed below: 
 
1. MATLAB script LambScript.m calls for two orbital sets of classic orbital elements 
with their time separation in seconds to be input. The most accurate results of both 
IOD methods (Gauss or Double-R) are used to input orbital elements for each time. 
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2. The orbital elements are converted to 3-dimensional position/velocity state vectors.  
3. The input parameters are used to solve the boundary value problem for Equation 2.13 
using function lamb.m. 
4. Velocity vectors for both times are determined, replacing previous values determined 
by IOD methods for each individual pass. 
5. State vector sets are converted back into classical orbital elements to produce a new 
Lambert’s orbit determination.  
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5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
5.1 Angular Position Error 
Satellite images were collected during the month of August 2019 at Starfire Optical Range 
and between January 2020 and March 2020 at the Cal Poly Observatory. Images for which 
astrometry could not be performed on (not having a satellite streak confined in the FOV and/or not 
having a known comparison star present) were discarded. Overall, 77 valid images of 16 different 
targets were taken throughout these two periods and were all used to obtain RA/Dec values of the 
respective satellites. The number of invalid images was not recorded, but approximately one-fifth 
of satellite images taken did not contain the streak inside the FOV. One of the satellites, a Falcon 9 
rocket body (R/B), was imaged on two different nights. There were no objects successfully imaged 
from both locations. 
Due to the consistent application of time error corrections, the initial orbit determinations 
remained relatively accurate, as is reflected in Section 5.2. The time error correction did not affect 
angular position error, as it was only concerned with time. This time guess was not completely 
accurate, of course, so it can be speculated that time errors would manifest themselves. With the 
data obtained in this project, this time error would not be possible to measure as there were no 
images taken at the Cal Poly Observatory with an initially correct time to compare to. 
This section will concern the angular position results, whose error is obtained by comparing 
TLE predicted positions to observed positions. Since absolutely accurate orbit states cannot be 
collected, TLE states are treated as true positions. Consequently, it is possible that orbit states 
derived from collected data may be more accurate than TLE predictions. Two metrics are to be 
discussed: the difference between the two apparatuses and the difference between 0.2 second and 
0.3 second image exposures. 
 Table 5.1 shows a summary of all images taken throughout this effort. All angular position 
errors are calculated and displayed as absolute values. Total errors were calculated by combining 
the magnitudes of RA errors and Dec errors in a two-dimensional space as singular vector. Total 
error was treated as two-dimensional due to the relatively small physical distance that is described, 
allowing curvature of the celestial sphere to be neglected. Cosmos 2219 displayed the lowest total 
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error, while Cosmos 1943 exhibited the highest total error. It is generally observed that the 
differences between RA error and Dec error is most drastic in satellites that have a higher total error, 
signaling towards lack of astrometry precision contributing to errors. Falcon 9 R/B data shown here 
includes both of its observation periods. 
 
Table 5.1: Satellite Angular Position Error 










Hubble Telescope SOR 0.2 3 0.0648 0.0043 0.0650 
SL-16 R/B SOR 0.2 6 0.1622 0.1902 0.2814 
Ariane 5 R/B SOR 0.2 3 0.4327 0.0724 0.4420 
Cosmos 2151 SOR 0.2 3 0.0326 0.2293 0.2345 
Cosmos 1892 SOR 0.2 4 0.2302 0.1382 0.2786 
Ariane 42P SOR 0.2 3 0.0522 0.1201 0.1405 
Cosmos 1943 SOR 0.2 5 0.4357 0.1924 0.5614 
Delta II R/B SOR 0.3 3 0.0711 0.0064 0.0714 
CZ-4B R/B SOR 0.3 3 0.0055 0.0082 0.0104 
Cosmos 1536 SOR 0.3 4 0.0210 0.0067 0.0225 
Resurs 01 R/B SOR 0.3 4 0.0161 0.0082 0.0183 
Cosmos 2082 R/B SOR 0.3 3 0.0070 0.0111 0.0134 
Cosmos 2322 R/B CPO 0.3 5 0.0074 0.0061 0.0112 
Falcon 9 R/B CPO 0.3 18 0.0058 0.0135 0.0159 
Cosmos 1943 R/B CPO 0.3 4 0.0028 0.0404 0.0405 
Cosmos 2219 CPO 0.3 6 0.0043 0.0061 0.0086 
 
 44 images were taken at Starfire Optical Range and 33 images were taken at the Cal Poly 
Observatory. At the 0.2 second exposure setting 27 images were taken, while at the 0.3 second 
exposure setting 50 images were taken. All images taken at the 0.2 second exposure setting were 
obtained using the apparatus at SOR. Demonstrated in Table 5.2, CPO, which exclusively used 0.3 
second exposures, exhibited the highest astrometric accuracy, while SOR at 0.2 second exposures 
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exhibited the worst. Recalling the time error correction applied to all CPO images, the mean total 
error was within the same magnitude as SOR images with 0.3 second exposures.  
Comparing 0.3 second exposures between the two apparatuses, CPO exhibits an accuracy 
increase over SOR. This may be attributed to the observatory’s dedicated science CCD camera, 
compared to SOR’s consumer DSLR. As a note of the CCD’s ability, images taken at CPO displayed 
more stars in the background, even though CPO was a classification higher on the Bortle scale and 
the two telescopes used have extremely similar specifications. It can be theorized that the longer 
exposure simply collected more light, allowing for the pixel positions of stars/satellites to be easier 
to determine. It may also be that the mechanism of the shutter opening and closing with smaller 
exposure times on the cameras caused more vignetting (reduction of light saturation around the 
edges of the FOV). Not enough data or analysis exists comparing exposure times to make a 
definitive conclusion on what exactly causes these differences in accuracy. 
 










SOR/0.2 sec 27 0.2015 0.1353 0.2862 
SOR/0.3 sec 17 0.0241 0.0081 0.0272 
CPO/0.3 sec 33 0.0051 0.0165 0.0191 
 
5.2 Initial Orbit Determination 
Initial orbit determinations were made for all 16 objects, where 3 or more RA/Dec 
observations were made. Regardless of time or angular distance between observations, both Gauss 
and Double-R angles-only methods were used for all objects. The accuracy of the IODs was 
compared to the TLEs using the determined classical orbital elements of both. To compare elements 
in the same time epoch, the TLE’s orbit states were propagated forward in time to the IOD’s time 
using STK’s SGP4 function. Gauss and Double-R algorithms were not able to produce orbit 
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determinations for some data sets due to their drastic inaccuracy, so those have been left out. Table 
5.3 highlights the most accurate IOD results for each satellite.  
  
Table 5.3: Initial Orbit Determination Results  
Satellite Epoch 
(UTC) 





TLE 6918.746 0.001378 28.442 185.007 78.393 3.012 
Gauss 6847.231 0.009652 28.426 184.750 286.366 155.421 





TLE 7218.065 0.001196 70.941 210.399 41.526 83.031 
Gauss 7379.162 0.019970 71.147 210.557 124.323 0.092 





TLE 7145.211 0.003092 98.558 182.996 315.372 173.728 
Gauss 7868.220 0.084320 98.577 182.919 136.935 351.557 





TLE 6965.358 0.001504 82.446 209.239 107.646 23.463 
Gauss 18954.479 0.625800 83.406 209.565 136.247 352.516 





TLE 6890.024 0.002815 82.443 211.110 41.113 92.824 
Gauss 3346.746 0.943440 86.456 25.202 200.473 184.787 





TLE 7168.385 0.002430 98.264 202.510 44.566 87.190 
Gauss -2767.261 3.000600 77.646 20.592 42.723 334.548 





TLE 7214.414 0.001405 70.912 231.302 321.843 160.607 
Gauss 24497.077 0.704790 72.370 230.750 137.534 343.580 





TLE 6992.859 0.028240 35.571 202.65 354.317 69.082 
Gauss 6899.710 0.029310 35.551 202.674 328.243 95.296 





TLE 6920.365 0.004117 97.550 276.966 273.208 134.797 
Gauss 6798.990 0.019900 97.420 277.065 217.025 190.861 







TLE 6923.990 0.002034 82.417 274.532 170.093 238.507 
Gauss 7044.140 0.016280 82.302 274.602 34.703 13.927 





TLE 7013.544 0.001214 97.944 287.714 99.662 308.829 
Gauss 6843.783 0.026840 97.885 287.860 206.058 202.512 





TLE 7216.220 0.000697 70.885 269.842 320.474 96.665 
Gauss 7133.155 0.010670 70.809 269.997 254.074 162.917 





TLE 7222.158 0.000320 71.002 192.703 332.297 57.200 
Gauss 7093.993 0.017170 70.922 192.828 210.201 179.270 





TLE 11597.810 0.425479 34.451 324.395 171.825 285.198 
Gauss 11322.843 0.419000 34.544 324.502 173.952 283.279 





TLE 7209.055 0.003094 71.119 62.478 118.554 267.834 
Gauss 7369.820 0.023090 70.881 62.560 48.217 338.162 





TLE 7225.454 0.001681 70.958 287.397 348.641 155.116 
Gauss 7187.858 0.006316 71.073 287.612 339.229 164.556 
Double-R 7203.013 0.004433 71.072 287.606 346.427 157.359 
 
 As observed, there is a direct correlation between the accuracy of astrometry results and 
IOD results. The 0.3 second exposure data sets produced orbital elements closer to those predicted 
by the TLEs. Observations at CPO also had more accurate IOD results compared to SOR. For those 
targets where angular position data is most inaccurate, it can be noted that IOD results produced 
drastically inaccurate and unrealistic results. Most notably, eccentricity tends to be very large and 
semi-major axis is severely small or large.  
 Regarding the accuracy of individual orbital elements, inclination was the most accurate 
while true anomaly was the least accurate. It would be expected for true anomaly to be inaccurate 
in most cases, as it is dependent on the argument of perigee. It can be observed that where argument 
of perigee predictions are most accurate, such as with Cosmos 2219, true anomaly predictions are 
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closer to the TLE’s reading. Given the circular nature of most of the targets, argument of perigee 
would be difficult to determine with just an IOD reading. The Falcon 9 R/B had an eccentric orbit, 
for example, and thus had better argument of perigee results resulting in accurate true anomaly 
predictions.  
 As stated previously, Gauss generally results in higher accuracy when using closely spaced 
observations and Double-R produces more accurate results for larger separations. Table 5.4 
demonstrates a case study for Cosmos 2219 observations and IOD results. Three different 
combinations of triple sets using all six Cosmos 2219 images were selected and used to produce 
orbit states from both Gauss and Double-R methods. Times displayed are the timestamps of the 
three RA/Dec sets utilized; the middle timestamps (underlined) are the ones reflected by the IOD 
results. 
 
Table 5.4: Cosmos 2219 Gauss vs. Double-R Trends, 04 March 2020 




TLE 7222.538 0.002023 70.954 287.401 341.926 151.453 
Gauss 7338.349 0.013670 71.106 287.515 129.280 4.079 




TLE 7225.454 0.001681 70.958 287.397 348.641 155.116 
Gauss 7187.858 0.006316 71.073 287.612 339.229 164.556 




TLE 7223.227 0.001948 70.955 287.400 343.721 152.080 
Gauss 7215.107 0.003443 71.113 287.564 5.672 130.169 
Double-R 7308.182 0.009900 71.105 287.531 127.009 8.798 
 
 The results of Gauss and Double-R were similar for Cosmos 2219 and other targets where 
multiple triple sets were available. As most circular orbit LEO passes last a duration of about 10 
minutes, there is a physical and operational limit on how far apart optical observations can be taken. 
For Cosmos 2219, the largest time spread was just under 5 minutes, so the results between both 
methods are relatively similar. It can be hypothesized that a set of observations with a wider time 
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and angular spread would yield more accurate results for Double-R and a greater difference in 
accuracy between both IOD methods. 
 Overall, the results of Gauss and Double-R methods were very similar in accuracy across 
all observations. However, it can be noted from Table 5.3 that when inaccurate astrometry results 
were used in the IOD methods, there was also a very drastic difference between the two method’s 
predictions. There was not enough collection of both spread-out and close-together observations to 
make a differentiation between the two to determine a correlation/causation between the efficacy of 
each method and the time/angular spread of the triple sets.  
 
5.3 Orbit Propagation 
Predicted orbital states taken from initial orbit determinations were used to propagate orbits 
forward in time to predict the ability to observe subsequent passes over the observer’s geographic 
location. The purpose of these models is to simulate operations in which a small telescope would be 
used to collect orbital data from passes close together in time, as to have a wider data set for more 
accurate orbit determinations. The IOD predictions of 10 targets were propagated forward in time 
to simulate subsequent passes, then compared to their respective TLEs. Propagation periods were 
divided into three categories: next pass (~1.5 hours later), next half-day (~12 hours later), next day 
(~24 hours later). Targets with significantly inaccurate IOD results were excluded from analysis, 
resulting in most 0.2 second exposure IODs being neglected.  
The first method to quantify the accuracy of subsequent passes is by analyzing time error. 
Table 5.5 shows the discrepancy between rising times of IOD prediction passes and their respective 
TLE passes, in minutes. Time errors are displayed as absolute values, as there was no correlation or 
causation between the magnitude of the time error and whether the IOD prediction was behind or 
ahead in time compared to the TLE. Greyed out cells demonstrate the lack of an observation 
opportunity for that time, caused by lack of physical presence over the observation location or lack 
of solar illumination. As expected, simulated next-pass observations (about 90 minutes later) were 




Table 5.5: Rising Time Errors Between IOD and TLE Passes 
Satellite Next Pass Error (min) Next Half-Day Error (min) Next Day Error (min) 
Hubble Telescope   5.0 
SL-16 R/B 3.5   
Delta II R/B   20.5 
CZ-4B R/B  21.0  
Cosmos 1536 2.5   
Resurs 01 R/B 4.0  42.0 
Cosmos 2082 R/B 1.5 5.0 18.0 
Cosmos 2322 R/B 1.5 10.5 23.5 
Cosmos 1943 R/B  17.0 44.0 
Cosmos 2219 R/B   2.0 
 
As expected, there is a disparity between the three categories of observation times, with 
overall error growing as subsequent observations get farther away in time from the initial 
observation of satellites. There are two notable outliers to this trend, however. Cosmos 2219 R/B 
has a substantially lower error for next day observations than other satellites. This can be attributed 
to the high accuracy in IOD predictions, as can be observed in Table 5.3. The other outlying data in 
Table 5.5 is the differences in error between Cosmos 2082 R/B and Cosmos 2322 R/B, both of 
which were analyzed in all three categories. Both satellites have the same error for their respective 
next pass but there is a larger disparity between their errors for the next two observation times. It is 
important to note, however, that rising time errors do not holistically reflect on the accuracy of the 
simulated passes. Observing the errors of angular positions, as seen in Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8, there 
is a difference in error between these two satellites. Where the rising time errors are higher for 
Cosmos 2322 R/B, the angular position errors are lower. Although there is not enough data present 
to make a definitive conclusion, one may be able to formulate a hypothesis regarding the trade 
between accuracy in time and accuracy in position. 
Next-pass simulations were conducted for 5 satellites. Table 5.6 shows angular position 
errors between IODs and TLEs for next-pass propagations. All errors are shown as absolute values. 
Comparing these angular positions errors to the accuracy of IODs, one can observe a direct 
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correlation. As initial conditions contain inaccuracies, these inaccuracies are propagated with the 
orbit states forward in time. There is a large discrepancy between minimum errors and maximum 
errors. Changes in error over time are caused by the varying orientations that satellite passes can 
enter and exit from the local horizon. As inclination and right ascension of ascending node from the 
IOD will be different from the TLE’s stated orbital elements, the orbit predictions between these 
two sources will have parts where they are getting closer and parts where they are getting farther 
apart in angular position.  
 
Table 5.6: Next Pass Propagation Angular Position Errors 
Satellite Mean Error (°) Median Error (°) Minimum Error (°) Maximum Error (°) 
SL-16 R/B 0.84 0.79 0.49 1.14 
Cosmos 1536 1.64 1.79 0.77 2.09 
Resurs 01 R/B 4.34 4.47 2.95 5.03 
Cosmos 2082 R/B 0.44 0.43 0.04 0.83 
Cosmos 2322 R/B 1.25 1.37 0.47 1.80 
 
Table 5.7 demonstrates next half-day (about 12 hours after initial observations) 
propagation errors. Propagations were made for 4 different targets. The error presented for next half-
day propagation is larger compared to next pass, as expected. In addition to mean and median errors 
being larger, there is a greater disparity between minimum and maximum errors, pointing to a 
decrease in precision over time. Over time, IOD inaccuracies will be carried through the propagation 
scheme. As stated earlier, the rapid change in orbital elements will increase the difference between 
the close points and far points in space between the IOD and TLE, increasing the differences 








Table 5.7: Next Half-Day Propagation Angular Position Errors 
Satellite Mean Error (°) Median Error (°) Minimum Error (°) Maximum Error (°) 
CZ-4B R/B 16.33 16.53 14.04 17.41 
Cosmos 2082 R/B 8.57 8.55 6.81 10.28 
Cosmos 2322 R/B 2.92 3.01 1.45 4.36 
Cosmos 1943 R/B 18.31 15.06 9.42 43.76 
 
 Table 5.8 demonstrates angular position errors for potential next day (about 24 hours later) 
observations using IOD results. This analysis was performed for 7 different targets. This data further 
demonstrates the conclusion made from Table 5.7: angular position accuracy and precision further 
decreases over time. 
 
Table 5.8: Next Day Propagation Angular Position Errors 
Satellite Mean Error (°) Median Error (°) Minimum Error (°) Maximum Error (°) 
Hubble Telescope 2.21 1.94 0.14 4.57 
Delta II R/B 5.37 4.89 3.73 8.47 
Resurs 01 R/B 30.53 31.12 23.89 34.76 
Cosmos 2082 R/B 14.89 15.93 9.22 16.90 
Cosmos 2322 R/B 12.83 12.92 7.53 15.81 
Cosmos 1943 R/B 18.43 20.51 10.72 25.03 
Cosmos 2219 2.26 2.21 0.66 4.56 
 
 The error was largest for this time period of propagated results. In addition, there is a larger 
gap between minimum errors and maximum errors. With the results from next day propagation it 
would be reasonable to conclude that IOD results only have an accuracy enough to accurately predict 
satellite passes within a short time after initial observations. 
Keep in mind that the FOV’s for SOR and CPO are 32.1 x 21.5 arcminutes (0.54° x 0.36°) 
and 22.9 x 15.4 arcminutes (0.38° x 0.26°), respectively. These relatively small FOV’s mean that 




5.4 Combined Observations 
Overall, Lambert’s solution was used to combine 3 sets of data for 2 different targets. As 
noted in Table 5.1, 6 images were taken of Cosmos 2219 in one pass. This means two independent 
triple sets were able to be used as IODs and then combined using Lambert’s. It is reasonable to 
combine observations from the same pass due to their proximity in both time and angular distance. 
The most accurate position observations for 03:55:48.792 and 03:58:45.496, Gauss and Double-R 
respectively, were combined. As Table 5.9 shows, the Lambert’s solution had a similar level of 
accuracy compared to the TLE as the Gauss IOD method for that epoch did. It should be recalled 
that the orbital elements described by the Lambert’s determination are using the position vector 
obtained from the IOD but applying a new velocity vector from Lambert’s. Argument of latitude is 
included in this table, which is a summation of true anomaly and argument of perigee (bounded 
between 0° and 360°). This parameter helps put the discrepancies of true anomaly into a physical 
perspective. 
 
Table 5.9: Cosmos 2219 Combined Observations, 03:55:48.792 04 March 2020 
 Lambert TLE/SGP4 Gauss 
Semi-Major Axis (km) 7334.511 7222.538 7338.349 
Eccentricity 0.014271 0.002023 0.013670 
Inclination (°) 70.919 70.954 71.106 
RAAN (°) 287.724 287.401 287.515 
Arg. of Perigee (°) 156.782 341.926 129.280 
True Anomaly (°) 336.509 151.453 4.079 
Argument of Latitude (°) 133.291 133.379 133.359 
 
The other target analyzed for Lambert’s combined observation analysis was the Falcon 9 
rocket body. This object was imaged on two different days, February 8 and 18 of 2020. For February 
8, two Double R orbit determinations at 02:11:57.793 and 02:21:51.462 were combined. As the IOD 
for the first data set was significantly inaccurate, due to the inaccuracy of the astrometry results, this 
error carried into Lambert’s determination. Using Lambert’s solution to combine the two data sets 
worsened the accuracy of the observations, namely semi-major axis and eccentricity. These results 
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are sensible considering the inaccuracy of the original IOD predictions (and astrometry results) used 
in the Lambert’s solution. Table 5.10 shows combined observation results for February 8. 
 
Table 5.10: Falcon 9 R/B Combined Observations, 02:11:57.793 08 February 2020 
 Lambert TLE/SGP4 Double-R 
Semi-Major Axis (km) 41349.317 11601.397 31671.316 
Eccentricity 0.829990 0.425779 0.732740 
Inclination (°) 34.585 34.485 34.195 
RAAN (°) 340.704 339.668 339.777 
Arg. of Perigee (°) 127.563 149.646 111.448 
True Anomaly (°) 285.390 266.318 302.369 
Argument of Latitude (°) 52.953 55.964 53.818 
 
 For February 18, observations for 04:03:32.646 and 04:07:54.618, using Gauss and 
Double-R, respectively. Although Lambert’s method demonstrated a feasible solution, it was not as 
accurate as the IOD’s for this data set and there was a decrease in accuracy for most orbital elements, 
as shown in Table 5.11. Considering the observations and subsequent IOD results for this date were 
more accurate, it is reasonable that Lambert’s solution for February 18 was more accurate than the 
one for February 8. 
 
Table 5.11: Falcon 9 R/B Combined Observations, 04:03:32.646 18 February 2020 
 Lambert TLE/SGP4 Gauss 
Semi-Major Axis (km) 10121.910 11598.222 11153.917 
Eccentricity 0.359270 0.425494 0.414200 
Inclination (°) 34.591 34.451 34.592 
RAAN (°) 323.906 324.403 324.773 
Arg. of Perigee (°) 182.105 171.816 174.542 
True Anomaly (°) 268.076 277.411 274.925 




Overall, Lambert’s solution can provide a feasible combination of same-period 
observations, given that these initial determinations are accurate themselves. However, Lambert’s 
solution has a variance whether it produces orbit determinations of equal or greater accuracy than 
the IOD solutions. More data would need to be collected to make a definitive conclusion on the 
nature of using Lambert’s to combine initial orbit determinations using small telescopes.  
Combinations of observations from different passes are also possible, with the precondition 
that they are close enough in time to one another. With the given Falcon 9 R/B data here, however, 
a Lambert’s solution between 10 days would be unfeasible. A multi-revolution Lambert’s algorithm 
that would be capable of propagating orbital perturbations with high fidelity and accuracy would be 
required to compete with the robustness of TLE/SGP4 propagations. This would also require 
accurate geometric and attitude parameters for the Falcon 9 R/B, or assumptions of such parameters. 
 
5.5 Ideal Apparatus 
Despite the drastic improvement and streamlining of satellite observations when compared 
to past small telescope SSA efforts, there is still a variety of improvements that could make telescope 
operations simultaneously easier and more effective. Keeping in mind that the overarching theme 
of this thesis project is centered around the availability and reliability of amateur sized telescopes 
and complementary equipment, the following suggestions could be implemented with a modest 
budget investment from a small entity such as a university.  
One of the primary concerns of telescope operation when imaging satellite streaks is the 
size of the FOV of the image. Any significant inaccuracies in pointing or TLE projections can cause 
a miss in an imaging attempt or a satellite streak going out of the FOV. The smaller the FOV, the 
more sensitive the telescope will be to any of these inaccuracies; it can be thought of as akin to 
zooming in on a cellphone camera and having images becoming harder to center. A larger FOV 
would also be more forgiving if a user wanted to use their own orbital parameters obtained from 
angles-only IOD to image a satellite pass.  
As larger FOV’s are more favorable, there are two hardware options available to a user: a 
smaller aperture telescope or a focal reducer. Generally speaking, smaller telescopes innately have 
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larger fields of view. A focal reducer is a refracting lens apparatus that is placed at the optical exit 
of the telescope before the imaging device. Both of these options will decrease the resolution of the 
image, however noting that 3x3 binning on the Meade telescope still resulted in valid astrometry 
results, a modest reduction in resolution may not be a significant loss in data quality, if at all. 
At the Cal Poly Observatory, a smaller 12-inch SCT on a Go-To mount is present next to 
the 14-inch SCT facility. An f/6.3 focal reducer is already in use with the 14-inch SCT, however 
Cal Poly also has access to a f/3.3 focal reducer, which can increase the FOV more than the f/6.3 
can. It is possible to combine a slightly smaller aperture telescope with a focal reducer to increase 
FOV. 
In addition to the FOV problem, latency in software/hardware interactions between user 
interfaces and imaging devices can present an issue. At the Cal Poly Observatory, using a dedicated 
science CCD camera, imaging had to be done with a 3x3 binning to be able to take successive 
images without prolonged download times. Binning at 1x1 (normal resolution) or even 2x2 resulted 
in lost opportunities when attempting to image satellite streaks overhead, especially once objects 
passed higher in the sky, and thus moved at a higher relative speed to the ground. This problem did 
not present itself as severely at Starfire Optical Range, where a commercial DSLR camera was 
utilized, although the quality of the data was not as good at SOR compared to the ones from CPO. 
It may be recommended to compare the accuracy of CPO data by collecting images with a CCD and 
compare it to using a DSLR, with all other hardware being the same. It is also worth looking into 
using faster computer hardware to conduct operations on TheSkyX. 
Comparing the mounts of the two distinct apparatuses, it is recommended to use a mount 
and camera setup that does not restrict full movement of the telescope around its axes. When using 
a fork mount, like at the Cal Poly Observatory, it would be ideal to use a diagonal mirror as shown 
in Figure 5.1. Due to the design of SCT’s, the camera must be mounted on the back and cause it to 
run into the mount base when the telescope is slewed too high in the declination axis. The diagonal 
attachment uses a 45° mirror to allow the camera to be attached perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis of the telescope, and thus increase the freedom of physical movement of the telescope around 










6.1 Feasibility of Using Small Telescopes for Space Domain Awareness 
Ultimately, efforts to streamline satellite operation processes on small telescopes to 
observe satellites in Low Earth Orbit were successful. Schmalzel and Strange were able to prove in 
their efforts that observing satellites with small aperture telescopes for initial orbit determination 
purposes is feasible. Adding on to these efforts, this work solidified the fact that observation can be 
made easier using commercially and publicly available methods and equipment. Reducing the 
amount of preparation sources before a night increased the number of images that could be taken 
for a given observation period. Ultimately, 77 images of 16 unique satellites were obtained, with at 
least one IOD analysis for each of them. In addition, 10 of these satellites were analyzed for 
subsequent pass positions, to discern whether they could have been re-imaged using the obtained 
IOD on the same apparatus. 
Numerical data shown in this project also highlighted a clear chain of events regarding the 
quality of images taken to the quality of Space Domain Awareness applications. The efficacy of 
astrometric analysis to produce accurate angular coordinates affects the accuracy of the initial orbit 
determination results, which in turn affects the accuracy of orbit propagation forward in time.  
There is a measurable difference among the apparatuses used and the settings applied when 
capturing satellite images. Despite some operational issues, there is a slight increase in data quality 
when using a dedicated CCD camera. The mean total error using a DSLR at SOR was almost 1.5 
times greater than using a CCD at CPO. Although the comparison of two cameras was not done on 
the same apparatus, data shows that the CCD camera, which was able to capture more stars, 
produced better astrometry results than the DSLR camera. In addition, increasing image exposure 
from 0.2 seconds to 0.3 seconds improved the accuracy; at SOR the error decreased by roughly a 
factor of 10 when increasing the image exposure. There is enough data to make a definitive 
conclusion here, considering that both these settings were used at SOR, eliminating confounding 
variables. 
Although there was nothing novel introduced in the realm of initial orbit determination 
methods, it was found through analysis that both the IOD methods often behaved similar to one 
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another. Considering the common applications of Gauss and Double-R, it is likely that this is due to 
the proximity of astrometric data used in both time and space. 
The propagation of subsequent passes, while producing sensible data, resulted in the 
conclusion that IODs do not have the accuracy to enable subsequent observations as time goes on. 
The median angular position errors for immediate next pass propagations were significantly lower 
than next half-day and next day time periods. In addition, even considering the next pass 
propagations, very few satellite passes had median errors under one degree, well over the FOVs of 
the telescopes used for this project. 
Attempts to combine multiple data sets to obtain more accurate results using Lambert’s 
solver were unsuccessful, partially due to the lack of a large sample size, however the accessibility 
of small-aperture telescopes may lead to potentially constructive further efforts. For one satellite, 
Cosmos 2219, using Lambert’s solution resulted in a similarly accurate orbit state. With the other 
satellite analyzed, a Falcon 9 R/B, accuracy suffered when compared to IODs. This is likely due to 
the lack of accuracy in the IOD data used. 
The principal issue is widening the FOV to an extent where the conditions needed to image 
a satellite streak are more lenient, while capturing enough light in a fraction of a second to increase 
the chances of imaging a dim object. With the recommendations made for an ideal apparatus, future 
work may be able to achieve the original goal this project had of being able to successfully predict 
a future spacecraft orbit using the given apparatus. 
 
6.2 Future Work 
Some or all the recommendations in Section 5.5 may be used to repeat the methodology 
used in this project with possibly larger success at imaging the same objects multiple times. 
Although implementing all the recommendations may not be feasible due to financial restrictions, 
it is possible to investigate which of these options is most economical and trade whether it would 
be a good option to invest in. 
Once again adding on to Michael Strange’s future work recommendations, it would be 
advantageous to utilize a telescope fence, or an addition of at least one more telescope at a different 
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location. Collecting equatorial spherical coordinates from different locations of the same pass would 
allow for initial orbit determination data to be combined into a possibly refined orbit determination. 
In addition, a telescope at a different location can increase the likelihood of a subsequent orbital 
pass being imaged. This can allow users to be more versatile with their scheduling and be able to 
collect more samples to research the efficiency of propagating orbits beyond initial orbit 
determination. 
One of the most pertinent actions to do at the Cal Poly Observatory is to fix the time error 
on the computer clock. An error of about one minute will cause virtually all imaging attempts to 
fail. Even if the time is fixed on TheSkyX, incorrect UTC times are recorded in the image files. 
Correcting the computer time would eliminate the need to estimate the correct UTC times and 
increase time accuracy in astrometry and IOD analysis. 
An investigation can be conducted into the cause and correlation between astrometry 
accuracy and the length of image exposures, recalling the improved accuracy when using 0.3 second 
exposures over 0.2 second exposures. Rational speculations can be made into the causes of this 
improvement, however there was not enough empirical data done in this project to determine a 
definitive cause. In addition, future work can utilize exposures longer and shorter than the ones used 
in this effort, especially with the use of a focal reducer to increase the field of view, which would 
increase leeway for satellite streaks to be completely contained within the digital image.  
Most of the images captured in this project were of relatively large and bright satellites. It 
would be of scientific value to determine the empirical value of the limiting magnitude of small 
telescopes and complementary equipment. Although a conceptualized and constant SDA application 
of a small telescope would likely focus on brighter objects, it would be worth investigating their 
ability to image small objects such as CubeSats, which are becoming more popular in the aerospace 
industry. 
Although the process of observing satellites was streamlined by using TheSkyX’s diverse 
functions, it would be convenient to introduce some form of automation to the observation process. 
TheSkyX can form observing lists, which can be put together compromising of potential comparison 
stars before the observation period begins. In addition, it might be a whole project in and of itself to 
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explore using custom user interfaces to control a GoTo mount, tailored for satellite pass 
observations. 
It is important to note that the amount of time spent operating a telescope is crucial. Much 
analysis was able to be done with only a few successful nights with the apparatuses, however a large 
data sample is universally more favorable than a small one. Some conclusions and hypotheses made 
in this thesis project could be made more definitive simply by working with more satellite images. 
Appendix F describes some issues encountered when operating the telescopes and analyzing images; 
it is potentially useful for a future researcher looking to collect a higher volume of valid data than 
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The following is adapted from the 14th version of the Cal Poly Observatory manual, prepared by 
the Cal Poly Physics Department. Some portions have been redacted due to irrelevance. 
 
ASTR444 - Instructions for CCD observing at the Cal Poly Observatory 
using the Meade LX600-ACF 14” f/8 Telescope (f/6.3 with focal reducer) 
Version 14 (October 2019) 
 
Reminders:  
DO NOT remove telescope tarp and lens caps until AFTER opening dome slit!  
DO NOT slew the telescope with the handpaddle (use the computer)!  
DO NOT slew the telescope while StarLock is on!  
 
 
Step-by-step instructions:  
 
Turn on dome lights (white and red)  
Turn on the yellow power strip on wall next to dome controls  
 
Open computer software  
- Turn on computer (computer box is in cabinet on the left side of the desk)  
- Start telescope control software from desktop (TheSkyX Professional Edition)  
- In Dome window (far left side of Sky X controls), select Connect (beeps are normal)  
 
Open dome  
- In Dome window, select Open Dome  
- If low altitude observations are needed, attach lower windbreak to slit with chain before 
opening slit, but only do that if really necessary  
 
Open telescope 
- Using the ladder, perform the following, being very careful to not move the telescope! 
- Remove tarp cover from telescope (put in safe place) 
- Remove lens caps from telescope, finder, and StarLock (4 total; put in safe place) 
- Turn on telescope power with switch at base 
- Once the handpaddle is ready (will take a few minutes), push mode once 
- Wait until it finds a GPS signal 
- Make sure that StarLock is turned off. To do this: 
o Take the handpaddle, push mode twice. 
o Use the bottom arrow keys to navigate in the menu to Utilities. Hit enter. 
o Navigate to StarLock. Hit enter. 
o Navigate to On/Off. Hit Enter. 
o Navigate to Off. Hit enter. 
o Verify StarLock is off by observing that the red light on the back of the 
StarLock is off. 
 
Begin computer control of electronics  
- In Telescope window, select Connect Telescope from the dropdown menu.  
- Turn on CCD camera power (switch on power adaptor underneath shelf behind 
telescope, you should hear the CCD fan start)  
- Turn on focus controller (on right side of desk; it should be set to manual mode)  
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- The Camera window will appear as a separate window on the right screen. If it does not, 
in TheSkyX, go to Display and select Camera from the options in the pull-down menu 
below. Move the window to the right screen.  
- In the Camera window, select Connect.  
- In Camera window, select Temp. Setup, begin temperature control of CCD (should cool 
to -5°C; Fan on)  
- In Filter Wheel tab, select Connect if it does not already read Connected (this might 
connect automatically with the camera)  
- In Focuser window, select Connect, if not already connected (note that this will only 
work if the focuser has been on for a little while and moved to its last position, so be 
patient) 
o If the focuser window is not up, click “Focuser” in the side bar of the main 
window. Move the focuser window to the right screen.  
 
Prepare for data taking 
- Create a folder on the Desktop with the name of your group, if one does not already 
exist 
- Create a folder in that folder named tonight’s UT date (YYYYMMDD) 
- In Camera window, click Autosave 
- In the window that pops up, uncheck “create date-based subfolder” 
- Set filename prefix to YYYYMMDD 
- Update the path to be the folder you just created 
- In Camera window, set sequence number to begin with 1000 
- In Camera window, make sure images are automatically saved (i.e., ensure autosave 
box is checked) 
 
Check telescope pointing 
- In Telescope window, select Orientation button, choose “flip left/right” 
- Find a known (e.g., named) bright star, click on that star with TheSkyX, slew to that star 
- In Camera window, select Exposure time: 1.00 seconds, Exposure delay: 0.00 seconds, 
Binning 1x1, Frame: Light, Reduction: None 
- Take image of star by clicking “Take Photo” 
- If the star is not on the CCD, use the finder scope to center star on crosshairs 
- Do not use the handpaddle to center the star, use TheSkyX 
- Under left menu, select Telescope, Move, Rate: Move or Center and the arrow keys 
(that means that one person looks through the finder, the other slowly moves the 
telescope). 
- Once the star is in the center of the finder scope, take another image 
- Move the telescope as needed to center star on CCD (Rate: Center; one click at a time) 
- You can switch on the crosshair display on the image, to help you determine the center 
of the CCD 
- Note that the arrow keys move the telescope; so if you want the star to move left on the 
CCD, you will have to move the telescope to the right and so on. 
- Sync telescope to that star with TheSkyX: 
o Make sure the object is selected in TheSkyX 
o Click “Sync” button at the top, or in the Telescope tab under Startup -> Star 
Synchronization; click “Sync” on the window that opens. Confirm sync if asked. 
 
Focus telescope 
- Slew to a bright star, preferably about 6 mag, for exposure times 1.0 sec or longer 
- Important: the focus will depend strongly on the filter you are using; see offsets below! 
- Take image of star to determine good exposure time (not saturated, but with an 
obviously bright star) 
- In Camera window, select Focus Tools, Graphs 
- Set exposure time depending on the brightness of your star, so that it is not saturated but 
you get enough counts 
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- In the image window, click on the box tool (Draw Subframe) at the top. Use the mouse 
to click-and-drag a box over your focus star. No other stars should be in the box. Make 
sure Subframe is selected in the Camera window. 
- Take another image to confirm your star is in the image. 
- In Camera window, select Take Photo Continuously, exposure delay: 0 sec; take photo 
- After 4-8 exposures at a given focus setting, use the Focuser window to move the focus 
value in or out by 50-100 
- Do this for a while, then go into other direction for a while, until you see true minimum. 
You can clear the graphs by right-clicking and selecting Clear. 
- Monitor the graphs, the most interesting one is the lowest, you can de-select the rest 
- You want to find the smallest Half Flux Diameter (HFD) (and highest max pixel value) 
and note this focuser position 
- Set it to this focuser position and note it in your log file as well as the observatory log 
book 
- Click Abort when done 
- Uncheck Subframe 
- Uncheck Take Photo Continuously 
 
Acquire and observe your targets 
- Acquire your target, center on CCD (you may have to adjust your exposure time) 
- You might have to wait for the sky to be dark enough (~1 hour after sunset) 
- In Camera window, fill in appropriate Exposure time: xxx seconds, Exposure delay: 
0.00 seconds, Binning 1x1, Frame: Light, Reduction: None, Automatically save photos 
- Start exposure; if it looks as expected, you can start a series 
 
After observing is complete 
- Take all your personal belongings and log sheets 
- Switch off lights in E1 (but leave monitors as they are) 
- Return to dome 
- Switch on observatory computer monitors 
- Turn on dome lights 
 
Park telescope 
- Use TheSkyX to park telescope by clicking on the “Meade” tab then “Park” 
- Disconnect TheSkyX from the telescope (Telescope window, Disconnect) 
- Immediately shut off telescope power (this stops the tracking) 
- Replace all telescope mirror covers 
- Carefully cover telescope with black tarp 
 
Disconnect focuser, camera, filter wheel (all should disconnect when you disconnect the camera) 
 
Close dome 
- In Dome window, select Park Dome 
o This should close the dome and park the dome 
o Make sure the electrical connection is made opposite slit 
- If this fails for some reason, control the dome manually using the buttons next to the 
dome. (Note that the wires behind the glass screen need to line up to close dome.) 











Turn off equipment 
- Turn off power to focuser and camera 
- Quit all computer programs, power down computer 
- Turn off yellow power strip on dome control panel 
- Take all your personal belongings and logsheets 
- Turn off dome lights 
- Close dome door, make sure it is locked 
- Lock gate 
 
Important note on telescope limits: 
Notice how the camera is attached underneath the telescope in a way, that it could hit the fork. So 
that limits the telescope pointing such that you cannot observe objects with declinations larger than 
50 deg. These telescope limits have been entered in TheSkyX and they are displayed as a yellow 
circle around Polaris (make sure they are indeed displayed, if not display them). Whenever you try 
to move the telescope to within this circle, TheSkyX will complain. Do not under any circumstance 
move into these limits! 
 
Important note on CCD camera: 
You can find the specifics of the CCD camera on PolyLearn. Note that it becomes saturated at 77K 






SATELLITE ASTROMETRY TUTORIAL 
 
The following is a step-by-step tutorial on the use of various software to conduct astrometry on 
observed LEO satellites. This process results in obtaining a set of right ascension and declination 
(RA/Dec) angles from a digital image with a satellite streak and comparison star. This RA/Dec data 
can be used in initial orbit determination algorithms, particularly angles-only methods such as Gauss 
or Double-R. The information here is adapted from Michael Strange’s Orbital Determination 
Feasibility of LEO Nanosatellites Using Small Aperture Telescopes and Brock Schmalzel’s The 
Feasibility and Application of Observing Small LEO Satellites with Amateur Telescopes, both Cal 
Poly Aerospace Engineering M.S. theses.  
 
Software 
The following software is used to conduct satellite astrometry: 
1. MATLAB by MathWorks. This will also include script Astrometry.m and function 
angledet.m by Schmalzel. 
2. AstroImageJ distributed by University of Louisville. 
https://www.astro.louisville.edu/software/astroimagej/ 
3. Gaia Archive by European Space Agency. https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/ 




For a satellite image to be viable with this method, there must be a known comparison star in the 
image along with a satellite streak that begins and ends in the FOV. The image below shows a 
comparison star circled in red, with the satellite streak boxed in green. There are methods that can 





Figure B.1: Example Astrometry Image 
 
Process 
1. Open Astrometry.m on MATLAB, ensuring that angledet.m is present in the same folder. 
Edit the plate scale variable (pscale) under Apparatus Info, in arcseconds per pixel, to 
reflect the apparatus. A star field may be uploaded to http://nova.astrometry.net/ to plate 
solve an image based on apparatus and pixel binning settings.  
2. Run Astrometry.m. The script will now prompt you to enter values in the command 
window.  
3. The first prompt will be to enter UTC date and time for the image. Open your FITS file in 
AstroImageJ and access the FITS header (Edit  FITS header…). Enter the UTC date and 





Figure B.2: AstroImageJ FITS Header 
 
4. Find the pixel location of the comparison star manually by using the cursor. If the image is 
properly focused, the geometric and photometric centers should roughly coincide. You may 
zoom in to get a precise measurement. Note the ImageJ X and ImageJ Y values at the top 
of the user interface in AstroImageJ. Enter these values as a vector (ex: [123.456 123.456]) 
into the Astrometry.m command window. It may be time efficient to make an annotation 
on the image by right clicking and entering the ImageJ X/Y pixel values in the Custom Text 
box. The annotation values you enter will be listed in the order you created them on the 
FITS header if you reload it. As of August 2020, AstroImageJ may produce a glitch where 
your annotated circle moves to a different place than you clicked. Ignore this and just use 
the values you manually entered in the Custom Text box. 
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5. Find the ImageJ X/Y pixel values location of both ends of the satellite streak using the 
cursor. Note the values and enter them into the Astrometry.m command window. Make 
sure to enter these values in chronological order. If for some reason the order is not known, 
you may guess and check by changing which end of the streak goes first. 
 
 
Figure B.3: AstroImageJ Pixel Locations 
 
6. Access the Gaia catalog and enter the name of your comparison star in the search box. The 
results will give right ascension and declination in J2000 degrees. Enter these values as a 
vector, as directed in the Astrometry.m command window. 
7. Now Astrometry.m will ask for predicted RA/Dec values from the TLE. Open STK and 
make a new scenario, setting the time and date around the period the image was taken. 
8. Insert an observation location/Facility (Insert  New…  Facility). Set the Latitude, 
Longitude, and Altitude of your observation location. 
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9. Insert a Satellite (Insert  New…  Satellite). Select Define Properties for your method, 
choose SGP4 as your propagator at the top. For the TLE source select File if you would 
like to use your own text file, or AGI Server if you would like to look up the satellite by 
name or SSC number. 
 
 
Figure B.4: STK TLE Propagation 
 
10. Right click on your Facility and choose Access. Select Report & Graph Manager. Right 
click in the Styles box and Import style file J2000RADec.rst if it is not already saved in 
your styles. Select Generate after clicking J2000RADec and choose your start and stop 
times above. Select Refresh (F5). Your times should be selected based on the UTC time 
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recorded in your image’s FITS header and the exposure time. For example: your start time 
may be 13:12:15.700 and stop time 13:12:16.000 for a 0.3 second exposure. 
J2000RADec.rst will provide you with J2000 RA/Dec values for your satellite.  
 
 
Figure B.5: STK RA/Dec Results 
 
11. Input your satellite RA/Dec values for position 1 and position 2 into the command window 
for Astrometry.m, again as vector values. 
12. The MATLAB script and function should produce UTC date/time, observed RA/Dec, STK 
RA/Dec, and the error of observed vs. STK in degrees and arcminutes. You may repeat 









 The following is a collection of images of a Falcon 9 R/B (NORAD Catalog Number 
37253) taken at the Cal Poly Observatory on 8 February 2020. These images were taken using a 
Meade LX-600 14” Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope with an SBIG ST-10XME CCD camera and an 
f/6.3 focal reducer, exposed to 0.3 seconds and a 3x3 binning setting. This apparatus has an FOV of 
22.9 x 15.4 arcminutes and a pixel scale of 1.89 arcseconds per pixel. The image notes state the 
UTC time and comparison star name.  
 
 





Figure C.2: HIP 1677, 02:11:57.793 
 
 




Figure C.4: TYC 1189-218-1, 02:14:15.680 
 
 











Table D.1: Hubble Space Telescope (ID: 20580), 16 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
03:19:00.670 206.8321 -17.9734 -0.0033 0.0005 
03:21:32.880 249.3190 -22.9713 0.1240 -0.0076 
03:22:17.760 270.2524 -23.0452 0.0672 0.0050 
 
Table D.2: SL-16 R/B (ID: 28353), 21 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
09:52:20.429 222.4821 60.3799 0.0216 0.0983 
09:53:25.149 223.9909 66.3873 0.0241 0.1250 
09:54:27.660 226.3676 73.9300 0.0709 0.1690 
09:55:32.759 237.0631 84.8126 0.6870 0.2530 
09:57:09.849 41.2277 67.9897 0.1400 -0.1810 
10:00:24.000 47.7704 -6.5192 0.0297 -0.3150 
 
Table D.3: Ariane 5 R/B (ID: 27387), 21 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
10:11:43.909 200.8939 66.0196 0.1980 0.0859 
10:12:34.640 213.2037 70.1191 0.3940 0.0819 








Table D.4: Cosmos 2151 (ID: 21422), 21 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
10:39:16.530 216.0967 63.4784 0.0528 0.1060 
10:40:00.060 217.6856 67.9762 -0.0325 0.1780 
10:45:15.609 31.1541 -17.4031 0.0126 -0.4040 
 
Table D.5: Cosmos 1892 (ID: 18421), 21 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
10:47:38.549 218.8402 64.9456 0.0786 0.1110 
10:48:32.090 222.1456 71.5306 0.1610 0.1580 
10:49:12.550 229.4597 78.2321 0.3510 -0.0647 
10:52:44.270 32.9275 -14.9119 0.3300 -0.2190 
 
Table D.6: Ariane 42P (ID: 27422), 21 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
10:58:06.519 175.6551 66.6775 -0.0586 -0.0122 
10:58:55.909 167.2191 71.9778 -0.0518 0.1940 
11:06:26.050 12.9945 -34.7424 -0.0463 -0.1540 
 
Table D.7: Cosmos 1943 (ID: 19119), 21 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
11:23:17.539 250.8396 60.7876 0.0724 0.1070 
11:23:21.000 251.0273 61.0672 0.0640 0.1030 
11:24:04.919 254.0725 65.0589 0.0665 0.1880 
11:26:24.629 305.6364 81.5780 1.9000 0.1170 





Table D.8: Delta II R/B (ID: 20453), 26 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
02:43:24.870 204.4262 -7.9195 -0.0156 0.0033 
02:44:34.960 217.3168 -2.1773 -0.0287 0.0007 
02:46:36.210 275.7183 17.8980 -0.1690 -0.0151 
 
Table D.9: CZ-4B R/B (ID: 28415), 26 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
03:05:07.679 271.3230 -32.3566 0.0139 -0.0125 
03:11:02.810 138.2836 62.0800 0.0008 0.0058 
03:11:45.960 130.8676 59.2072 0.0016 0.0063 
 
Table D.10: Cosmos 1536 (ID: 14699), 26 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
03:26:26.089 65.5144 69.1388 -0.0235 0.0014 
03:26:58.920 72.2434 65.7322 -0.0211 0.0046 
03:27:38.600 77.1244 62.1657 -0.0294 0.0181 
03:28:03.229 79.2316 60.1826 -0.0100 0.0029 
 
Table D.11: Resurs 01 R/B (ID: 23343), 26 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
03:34:52.710 124.6348 75.6505 -0.0320 -0.0124 
03:35:33.259 122.2790 69.7526 -0.0124 0.0118 
03:36:12.369 121.0584 65.2653 -0.0100 -0.0035 






Table D.12: Cosmos 2082 R/B (ID: 20625), 26 Aug 2019 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
04:05:13.449 72.7146 70.9028 0.0060 0.0161 
04:06:25.660 75.7066 63.1726 0.0059 0.0074 
04:07:04.179 76.7622 59.8520 0.0091 0.0099 
 
Table D.13: Cosmos 2322 R/B (ID: 23705), 24 Jan 2020 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
13:05:15.978 213.1416 -25.5559 0.0013 0.0049 
13:06:12.961 220.5522 -13.9683 0.0004 0.0068 
13:07:44.609 237.2174 12.3921 0.0037 0.0091 
13:10:43.844 288.1951 49.7972 0.0114 0.0075 
13:11:31.431 301.0139 51.7308 0.0206 -0.0024 
 
Table D.14: Falcon 9 R/B (ID: 37253), 08 Feb 2020 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
02:10:21.100 0.9209 10.3910 0.0001 -0.0219 
02:11:57.793 5.3164 12.7075 -0.0026 -0.0248 
02:12:43.590 7.7406 13.9266 -0.0025 -0.0196 
02:14:15.680 13.5291 16.6313 -0.0014 -0.0217 
02:21:51.462 85.3035 27.6101 0.0013 -0.0046 









Table D.15: Cosmos 1943 R/B (ID: 19120), 18 Feb 2020 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
03:48:07.100 34.0955 -24.6957 -0.0013 0.0143 
03:48:50.396 34.3106 -19.1870 -0.0023 -0.0233 
03:50:37.009 33.6897 0.7286 0.0008 -0.0478 
03:52:00.899 30.9308 25.8554 0.0070 -0.0760 
 
Table D.16: Falcon 9 R/B (ID: 37253), 18 Feb 2020 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
04:01:39.140 5.6890 17.7624 0.0002 0.0029 
04:01:42.426 5.8092 17.7893 -0.0003 0.0055 
04:01:45.537 5.9261 17.8077 0.0019 0.0010 
04:03:32.646 10.2779 18.5492 0.0012 0.0124 
04:03:35.820 10.4185 18.5612 -0.0009 0.0050 
04:03:39.070 10.5665 18.5868 0.0005 0.0108 
04:04:43.945 13.7229 18.9423 0.0029 0.0130 
04:04:47.098 13.8877 18.9569 0.0027 0.0127 
04:06:22.613 19.5560 19.2594 0.0097 0.0160 
04:06:25.779 19.7673 19.2652 0.0076 0.0183 
04:07:54.618 26.6908 19.1032 0.0159 0.0233 










Table D.17: Cosmos 2219 (ID: 22219), 04 Mar 2020 
Time (UTC) RA (°) Dec (°) RA Error (°) Dec Error (°) 
03:54:45.418 351.9052 51.3660 0.0101 0.0061 
03:55:48.792 6.8217 50.0065 0.0059 0.0038 
03:56:30.010 18.2507 47.1656 0.0073 0.0030 
03:57:32.690 36.6471 38.1807 -0.0019 0.0014 
03:58:45.496 56.0726 19.7085 -0.0008 0.0113 






ADDITIONAL INITIAL ORBIT DETERMINATION RESULTS 
 
Table E.1: Additional Initial Orbit Determination Results 
Satellite Epoch 
(UTC) 





TLE 7220.769 0.000250 71.000 192.702 295.015 99.886 
Gauss 6978.779 0.033050 70.895 192.764 216.169 178.688 





TLE 11601.397 0.425779 34.485 339.668 149.646 266.318 
Gauss 34321.825 0.752160 34.187 339.786 110.608 303.127 





TLE 11598.289 0.425719 34.479 339.646 149.690 292.612 
Gauss 13830.643 0.502540 34.450 339.685 141.9477 300.703 





TLE 11598.222 0.425494 34.451 324.403 171.816 277.411 
Gauss 11153.917 0.414200 34.592 324.773 174.542 274.925 





TLE 11597.702 0.425474 34.452 324.391 171.829 289.769 
Gauss 10889.143 0.398100 34.571 324.617 175.830 285.983 





TLE 7222.538 0.002023 70.954 287.401 341.926 151.453 
Gauss 7338.349 0.013670 71.106 287.515 129.280 4.079 





TLE 7223.227 0.001948 70.955 287.400 343.721 152.080 
Gauss 7215.107 0.003443 71.113 287.564 5.672 130.169 








The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic 
 I began work for the writing of this thesis in June 2019, which carried into the end of 
Summer 2020. At the end of March 2020, campus-wide safety measures were implemented, causing 
me to lose access to the Cal Poly Observatory, which I originally intended to use until June 2020. 
Additionally, I missed an opportunity to use the telescope at SOR because of measures implemented 
at AFRL, which could have potentially been utilized to collect more orbit determination data from 
June 2020 until September 2020. 
 I corrected for the lack of equipment access by implementing the simulated orbit 
propagations in lieu of an attempt to re-image previously imaged satellites. It was planned for me 
to run these simulations anyways; however, they likely would not have been to the same depth. I 
also would have likely had a much larger volume of satellite images taken, to result in a larger 
sample size. Regardless, the amount of data sufficed to make conclusions out of the analysis efforts 
that were made. It is important to note that although software simulations are not as accurate as 
physical observations, STK was still a powerful asset for this thesis project. 
 
Overall Telescope Observations 
 As is universal with the use of all laboratory hardware, telescopes have their quirks and 
random failures. It was found that at times I would get a short in power or software glitch when 
trying to image satellites in the moment. My recommendation would be to write everything down: 
every new move you make, every setting you tweak, every error you come across, every time that 
something off-nominal occurs. Especially with the nature of satellite observation, which is so time-
sensitive, one can run into issues and forget its exact nature the next morning. The ability to 
reproduce both successes and errors is crucial. While learning how to be a proficient telescope user, 
I found that I had wasted some crucial time, because I had forgotten exactly how something occurred 




 My first attempts at using the Cal Poly Observatory were met with failures as I was not 
able to image any satellites whatsoever. I had already successfully used the same exact process, on 
the same exact software, on a very similar telescope, with a similar FOV, yet every satellite I tried 
to image never came out in my camera. It took me a few weeks to realize that the machine time on 
the computer had an error of about 1 minute compared to true time. I did not bother looking for such 
a simple error earlier, though this would have saved me weeks of work. More broadly, it is 
recommended for one not to neglect any possible small issues. 
 
Utilize the J2000 Epoch 
 I started analyzing my data through astrometric manners in September, towards the end of 
my time at the AFRL, after collecting a substantial amount of satellite images. I was not able to 
figure out what was going wrong with my initial orbit determinations; I knew that my Gauss and 
Double-R algorithms worked because I tried them out on other people’s data. There was a break in 
work on this between September and January, as I was waiting for approval of public image release. 
When I resumed work again it was not until February that I realized what was wrong: my astrometry 
results were significantly off because my satellite TLE RA/Dec’s were in the current epoch rather 
than J2000. As is common with virtually every star catalog, my comparison stars were in J2000 so 
there was a mismatch, accounting for roughly 20 years of the Earth’s precession, which resulted in 
a significant error. I would recommend for any future work to be done in the same epoch, 
particularly in J2000 because of its status as the standard epoch throughout astronomical catalogs.  
